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Marines to land in Somalia Wednesday
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House said today that military forces "are moving into position" to aid starving Somalians,
while a Pentagon source said the
first contingent of Marines will
land at dawn Wednesday.
Some 1,800 Marines have been
aboard three ships — the Tripoli,
Juneau and Rushmore — off the
Somalia coast since last week.
In preparation for the landing,
F-14 fighters from the USS Ranger flew reconnaissance flights

will
today over Somalia.
at first light
come asho
Wednesda according to Pentagon sources who spoke on condition of an ymity.
Ambassador-at-Large Robert
Oakley and Marine Corps Brig.
Gen. Frank Libutti were meeting
today in Mogadishu with Somali
clan leaders to brief them on
what the Marines will do after
landing, said Pentagon spokesman Lt. Cmdr. Joseph F.
Gradisher.

At the White House today,
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said
that military forces "are moving
into position. It's still going to be
a few more days before actual
landing and participation."
Fitzwater also said that President Bush, who authorized Operation Restore hope last week, was
— very
pleased with the initial
response" from the public and
political leaders to his decision to
send 28,000 troops into Somalia.
A Gallup Organization poll for

Newsweek magazine found broad
public support for Bush's humanitarian mission, despite the
risks.
Sixty-six percent of some 602
adults surveyed Dec. 3-4
approved of sending troops to
Somalia, although 77 percent
believed the American troops
could become targets for renegade gunmen. The poll had a 5
percentage point margin of error.
The United Nations has
endorsed the military operation as

HERE COMES SANTA CLAUS

SHARING IS THE BEST
PART OF THE HOLCAYS

18 shopping
days to Christmas

TIS THE SEASON
The Christmas season arrived
in full force over the weekend,
with festivities from Friday
night to Sunday afternoon —
and special appearances by a
certain Jolly old elf. Photos,
Page 3
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
•

•

•
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TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspoper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

DANIEL T PARKEFtiledger & Times photo

Instead of reindeer, Santa Claus was pulled down Murray's Main Street by a four-whetter driven by 9-year-old
Brittany Overby of Murray during Saturday's Rotary Club Christmas Parade.

Bullet-proof vest saves KSP
trooper in Paducah shooting
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A state police trooper who
suffered gunshot wounds while responding to a weekend
complaint was spared further injury by wearing a bulletproof vest, another trooper said.
Trooper Stephen Wright, a six-year veteran of the force,
was in stable condition Sunday at Western Baptist Hospital, supervisor Linda Troxell said.
A Paducah man was charged with first-degree assault
and four counts of criminal attempt to commit murder in
connection with the shooting.
Wright, 28, was shot once with a shotgun and was

wounded in the torso and right arm about 11:40 p.m. CST
Saturday, according to a statement released by the state
police post in Mayfield. The statement said Wright was
struck by about 14 pellets.
Troxell said Wright was awake and alert and was doing
well. Through Troxell, Wright declined a request by The
Associated Press for an interview.
"He did have his bulletproof vest on," said Trooper
Chuck Robertson, the Mayfield post public affairs officer.
II TURN TO PAGE 2

Higdon had interest in
store with leaking tanks
probably with help from the state
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
fund, and said he would have
The chairman of the commission
abstained had he been at the
that helps pay for the cleanup of
meeting.
leaking underground tanks should
But he also said it did not
have made known his interest in
occur to him that there would be
a business with tank contaminaany doubt that he would properly
tion, another commission member
handle a potential conflict of
said.
interest.
"1 think the upfront disclosure,
For that reason, he said, he
as far as I'm concerned as a comdidn't inform the commission or
missioner, is much, much better," said Don Satterly, a comhis top assistants at the cabinet
mission member and executive
about his company's ownership
director of the Kentucky Gasoline
of underground storage tanks
Dealers Association.
until late October — and only
because of an inquiry by
commisthen
the
mid-October,
In
The Courier-Journal.
sion voted to allocate more than
There is no indication that Hig$58,000 for the Highway 45
don tried to influence the deciExpress Mart in Mayfield and
sion of the nine-member commisauthorized spending about
sion — formally known as the
S30,000 more.
Petroleum Storage Tank EnvironAt the time, the owner of the
mental Assurance Fund Commisconvenience store was negotiatpartly
— or that he has acted
company
sion
ing its sale to a
improperly.
owned by the state official who is
Moreover, the commission first
chairman of the commission,
voted
secretary
to help the Highway 45
resources
deputy natural
store clean up contamination last
Greg Higdon. Two weeks after
December, before Higdon took
the vote, the sale was completed.
the
at
present
office.
not
was
Higdon
Satterly said he believes HigOct. 16 meeting when the comthe
don would have told the commismission voted to spend
interan
in
said
sion about the store had he been
he
and
money,
present at the October meeting.
view that he did not realize it was
acknowledged
The executive branch code of
on the agenda. He
was
contamination
knew
he
that
being cleaned up at the store, • TURN TO PAGE 2

part of its effort to neutralize
bands of unruly gunmen who
have plunged the nation into chaos, stealing relief shipments
intended for the country's
starving.
AlvAit 300,000 Somalis have
died this year from starvation,
disease and the fighting among
rebels. Aid agencies estimate at
least half the food donated to
Somalia so far has been stolen.
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CARBONDALE, Ill. (AP) — Investigators were checking for signs of arson in an off-campus fire that killed four
Southern Illinois University students Sunday and left one
on a life-support system, police reported.
Seven others also were seriously injured and admitted to
hospitals. Six people were treated and released, officials
said.
The fire started in one room and was confined to the
upper two floors of the three-story building, said Carbondale police Chief Don Strom.
"Investigators are still working at the scene so it is too
premature to go into detail," Strom said. "However, there
is every evidence that it was intentionally set."
Strom said investigators have no suspects or motive in
the fire.
The early morning fire at the Pyramid Apartment complex apparently struck when many of the residents in the
building were sleeping.
One who was awake is Kian Teh.
"I was in my room doing homework and suddenly I
hear the alarm ring in the hallway and I walked out and I
saw, my God, the hallway was full of smoke," Teh said.
Teh said he retrieved his passport from his room then
ran out of the building, banging on doors along the way.
Teh said he saw at least five people jumping from upper
story windows.
"There were two I saw jumping from the third floor and
they fell on the ground and then the ambulances came by,"
he said.
Of the four dead and one on life-support, all but one
were foreign students, said university spokeswoman Sue
Davis.
Many of the residents of the apartment complex arc
foreign students, officials said.
Dr. Jerry Thurman, Jackson County coroner and head of
emergencies services at the Memorial Hospital of Carbondale, said all of the dead, two men and two women, were
in their early 20s.
The university identified the dead as: Kimioko Ajioka,
25, of Osaka, Japan; and Ronald A. Moy, 23, originally
from China but more recently living in Chicago; Cheng
Teck Wong, 23, of Johor, Malaysia; and Lai Hung Tam,
23, of Kowloon, Hong Kong.
The one on life-support is Mazlina Ab Wahid, 28, of
Malaysia. She is listed in very critical condition with burns
and smoke inhalation.
The others admitted to hospitals are: Amit Singh, 19, of
India; Gergana Zlateva, 21, of Varna, Bulgaria; Sylvia
Camacho, 27, of Elgin, Ill.; Fu-Hsiu Chiang, 25, of Taiwan; Simona Dimitrova, 23, of Sophia, Bulgaria; Poh
Chun Chew, 25, of Malaysia; and Chanin E. Held, 22, of
Cincinnati.

HANGING OF THE GREEN

A quest
for power:
Race winner will
get plenty of perks

•

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

CYRUS AFIALVLedger I Times photo

Murray State University President Dr. Ronald J. Kurth (right)
lights the Naiversitv's Christmas tree during a ceremony at the
annual Haagen* of the Green program, which also featured holiday readings and performances by several university musical
ensembles.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
race is for speaker of the House
and the winner will get plenty of
perks — a paid staff, extra salary
and an impressive suite of offices
in the northeast corner of the
Capitol.
But those are merely the
trappings.
The real prize, for the speaker
and the rest of the select handful
known collectively as House
leadership, is power. The use of
that power, including the ideology of those wielding it, has implications for the entire state.
"In my 20 years in the legislature, I never saw a bill become
law that the speaker ... didn't
want," former state Rep. Bobby
H. Richardson said in an
interview.
Richardson should know. From
1982 to 1985, he was speaker of
the House and the main player on
the internal committees where the
real action of the General
Assembly so oftea /takes place.
le TURN TO PAGE 2
•
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Fire sweeps through
off-campus residence
at SIU, killing four

9

Tonight, decreasing cloudiness. Low 25 to 30. Light
northwest wind. Tuesday,
mostly sunny and a little warmer. High near 45.
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MANCHESTER. Ky. (AP)
— About 400 friends and family members attended the funeral of 10-year-old Scotty
Baker, who was strangled the
day before Thanksgiving after
being checked out of his
elementary school.
•if Scotty could address
this crowd right now, he
would be happy," the Rev.
Martin Cress said during
Saturday's ceremony. "1
believe we would hear him
say, 'I love you, Mommy. 1
love you, Daddy.' ... I believe
he would say 'I miss you. But
don't cry for me. Heaven's
beautiful, more beautiful than
you can even dream about.
"Is there a person here
today who doubts that this
young boy is in heaven'
Donations have been pouring in from throughout the
state since the youngster's
body was found Tuesday.,
friends said.
"We see today a community
that has come together to share
a grief that has spread °set us
like a cloud," Cress said
"But it also brought out the
best in us. I just hope that the
hurt can end."
The boy's stepmother and
her best friend are charged
with his murder.

FROM PAGE 1
ethics prohibits officials from
using confidential information to
further their own economic interests. It also prohibits an official
from representing the state in a
transaction with any company in
which he or his family has an
interest.
When he went to work in the
Natural Resources and Ens ironmental Protection Cabinet, Higdon disclosed that he had a financial interest in a company called
Chck Mart Inc.
Higdon has a one-fifth interest
in the company, which owns
three Graves County convenience
stores that have storage tanks —
the Highway 45 store. one bought
last June and one bought in 1990.
In addition to including his
interest in Chek Mart on his
financial-disclosure torm. Higdon
said he also told Natural Resources Secretary Phillip Shepherd
about Chek Mart and the tank%
several months :leo

FROM PAGE
House Majority Leader
Richard Gephardt. appearing
today on "CBS This Morning,"
called sending troops to Slamalia
"a tough situation . but .aid the
United State did not expect
hostilities
"We expect th•sc people will
go in. the gangs will rct-edc," he
said "Right now I don't sec it
problem ".

Sunday Det,-nse Secretary
+J1(1 t S forces
will do what the must to pacify
Somalia's warring gunmen, but
On

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Dick Chene

that there will he no attempt to
"round up c“,rN <IA
4' id sa.-•

Higdon has had the lead role in company's compliance with tank
the cabinet on its underground standards.
Higdon notified commission
storage tank program. Among
chairman Mike Helton and
sice
other things, he was the liaison
with the legislature on a new law Higdon's top assistants in envirto restructure the tank-cleanup onmental protection about it in a
fund that was passed in the 1992 memorandum dated Oct. 27,
stressing that he should not be
session.
As acting commissioner of the irkluded in any discussion or
Department of Environmental attion regarding the company.
Protection, Higdon has been
Three commission members,
chairman since last spring of the including vice chairman Helton,
underground storage tank com- said they had no idea that Higdon
mission, which funds tank clea- had a financial interest in the site.
nups through a fee of four-tenths But they said that it wouldn't
of a cent on each gallon of gasohave mattered, and that they folline sold.
lowed routine practices.
In his role as commissioner,
Helton and another commisHigdon also oversees a separate
program to enforce laws and reg- sion member, Mary Mayhew,
ulations involving underground said they did not sec a problem
tanks. That program is involsed with the way Higdon handled the
in the cleanup of contamination matter, particularly in light of the
from leaking tanks at two of the fact that, by law, most members
Chet Mart stores (in both cases, of the commission belong to
former owners of the tanks are organizations related to the petroresponsible for the cleanup), as leum industry, which generally
benefits from the fund.
well as generally monitonng the

•Marines to land...

as a

3z9

Local News Roundup

1111 Higdon had interest.

Funeral held for
10-year-old boy
strangled before
Thanksgiving

"We may well want to go in
and round up troops or weapons.
We might want to offer a bounty" to reward Somalis who hand
in guns, Cheney said on NBC's
"Meet the Press." But he said
the objective of the mission was
to "restore some semblance of
order" and feed Somalia's starving people.
Marine Commandant Carl
Mundy said he was looking for a

peaceful disarmament and cooperation from Somali warlords.
But commanders and indisidual
Marines will be told "if they're
fired upon, they can return fire,"
Mundy said on ABC's "This

Week With David Brinkley."
National security adviser Brent
Scowcroft, on CBS's "Face the
Nation," said a few thousand
L'S. support forces may stay
behind in Somalia with the
peacekeepers when the Marines
and other ground troops arc
pulled out.

MURRAY MEN FACE DRUG CHARGES

A Murray man was arrested Friday at 7.05 p.m. in Coldwater on drug
charirs. According to reports, Jaffrey Kant Broach, 43, Rt. 1 Box 260, was
charged with unlawful trafficking in marijuana under eight ounces by the
Calloway County Sheriffs Department and lodged in the Calloway County
Jail. Bond was set at 81,500 cash only. In a separate incident, Danny
Green, 38, RI 1 Box 260, Murray, was arrested Friday at 710 p.m. and
charged with unlawful trafficking in marijuana under eight ounces_ Green
was lodged in the Calloway County Jail on a $500 cash only bond. Chief
Deputy Dian Bazzell said the arrests were part of a continuing effort of the
Western Area Narcotics Team (WANT).

TWO INJURED IN FRIDAY ACCIDENT

A two-vehicle accident Friday at 10.05 a.m. on U S 641 two tenths of one
mile north of Murray left two injured. According to reports, Raymond Thorne,
74, Rt. 1 Almo, who was driving a 1972 Ford LTD and Barbara J. Ramsey,
61, Rt. 8 Box 780, Murray, who was driving a 1990 Pontiac Bonneville, were
both northbound in the west lane. According to reports, Ramsey slowed and
was anempting to turn left into the Woodmen of the World campground.
Ramsey said she did have her turn signal on. Thorne, who skidded approximately 120 feet before impact and 65-70 feet after impact, did not realize
she was turning and struck her car A witness stated Ramsey's turn signal
was operating Thorne received possible multiple injuries and Ramsey
received neck and back injuries. Both were transported by ambulance to
Murray -Calloway County Hospital The Murray Fire Department's rescue
vehicle also responded

FIREMEN REMOVE BOY'S HAND FROM MACHINE

The Murray Fire Department was dispatched to K-mart Sunday at 7.21 p.m.
whore a boy had reportedly stuck his hand in a vending machine. According
to reports, firemen broke the machine open and removed his hand.

UNATTENDED FIRE CAUSES DAMAGE

The Murray Fire Department responded to a fire at 407 N. L.P. Miller Saturday at 12:13 p.m. According to reports, food left unanended on the stove
caught fire damaging the stovetop and one of the stove's eyes. The fire was
extinguished by a passerby. The entire structure suffered smoke damage.
Firemen used fans to remove smoke and advised the occupant to contact
service personnel before operating the stove.

PURYEAFt, TENN., WOMAN FOUND DEAD

A Puryear, Tenn , woman was found dead at her home by one of her children Saturday morning. According to reports. Valerie Davidson, 32, U.S. 641,
was found on the back porch Officials first thought the woman died from

Cheney refused to set a date
for a U.S. departure, but said he
hopes to begin turning the job
over to U.N. peacekeepers before
the end of January. Preliminary
figures indicate the operation will
cost roughly S300 million to
S4(X) million, said Cheney.
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FROM PAGE 1
hose are the groups, run by
the chambers elected leaders,
that decide the makeup and chairmanships of standing committees.
They also decide where hills go
— or don't go -- and when.
"The attitude of the leadership
-- and the dominant member of
will directthat is the speaker

S hel I

ly affect how the laws affect the

people," Richardson said.
A speaker who is strongly prolabor or pro-business, for example, will bring his weight to bear
on legislation affecting wages
and business regulaUon. Richardson said.
"The leadership sets the tone
of the General Assembly," he

eoolmanh
Just In Time For Christmas!
Ornaments
'•
Decorations
Stockzag Stuffer.

Perfect Gifts Fur EverVUne
On Your List.

Downtown, Court Square

Cassette Tapes
Books & Cards
Mugs & Plaques
Games & Puzzles
& Disney Gifts

Charlie's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy
753-4175

"Alwayx Wanting To Serve You Better."
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7 Sat. 9-5:30

month.

II Bullet-proof...

Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Sun, 1-

753-7222

said, "and in a sense sets the
tone for an administration."
Richardson. an attorney in
Glasgow, lost the spcakership to
Don Blandford nearly eight years
ago. Blandford, under indictment
on federal corruption charges,
said he would not run for a fifth
two-year term as speaker next

Glendale at Nhitntll

FROM PAGE 1
"The vest took approximately
four to five pellets."

Roger Anthony Jones, 45, was
arrested after the shooting by
McCracken County deputies Ronnie Ashley, Chuck Geveden and
Terry Long. Police said Jones
"gave no resistance when
apprehended."
Jones was lodged in the
McCracken County jail. Jail officials said he would be arraigned
this morning in McCracken District Court.
On Sunday, McCracken District Judge Jeff Hines set bail for
Jones at $1.02 million cash, a jail
spokesman said.
The shooting occurred when
Wright and the three McCracken
County sheriff's deputies
responded to an 11:32 p.m. complaint about a man with a gun.
Wright was shot as the officers
were looking for the man at a
residence about one mile south of
Paducah, according to the state
police statement.
Murray Ledger Ile Times
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Let us cater your holiday parties!

Creole
Fried
Chicken
Regular or Hot 'N Spicy

8-Piece
Chicken

99

Or FREE 2 Liter
With 12-Piece Purchase
Good thrill Jan 10, 1993

•Open 24 Hours Christmas Day
Chicken will be available.
'Call 753-8575 or 247-1501 for all your

party needs

Special Available at Murray • Mayfield
Happy Holidays to all our (14\tomers'
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Open 24 flours
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exposure, but no ruling has been made. An autopsy will be conducted in
Nashville. Police said Davidson left her home sometime Friday night after
an argument with her boyfriend.

News of the World
PERMIT
CLINTON WILL REFUSE TESTING
early show of commit-

WASHINGTON— The Clinton administration, in an
ment to environmental protection, will try to stop testing at an Qhio hazardous waste facility that some local residents say is dangerous. Vice
President-elect Al Gore is expected to announce today that the new administration will refuse a final-stage testing permit to the East Liverpool. Ohio,
plant until Congress investigates the legality of its operating licenses, said
transition spokeswoman Marla Romash. She said Gore, joined by congressional colleagues from Ohio and West Virginia, as well as Sen. Harris Wofford, D-Pa. will ask for a General Accounting Office investigation into the
licensing. fhe $140 million incinerator on the Ohio River already has regulatory permission for a 720-hour "shakedown burn" of hazardous wastes,
said plant spokeswoman Julia Bircher. Plans for that initial burn, which
could take place as early as next week, are continuing, she said.

CLINTON READY TO NAME NAMES

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — President-elect Clinton, on the verge of making his
first Cabinet appointments, is reaching out to influential people on Capitol
Hill: committee chairmen and freshmen. The first group will have an important say on whether his programs succeed, and the second could constitute
an important voting coalition. On the way to Washington, Clinton was stop-

ping in Chicago for a town-hall-like meeting with students at a community
college. "He looks forward to talking to the students about their educational
opportunity and job prospects and how the right training can lead to the right
job," said Clinton communications director George Stephanopoulos. .

NG
'CRITICAL TIME' TO FIGHT LEAD POISONI
l threat

ATLANTA— Lead poisoning is called the most serious environmenta
faced by America's youngest citizens, yet many parents don't know that
simple home renovations can permanently jeopardize their children's health.
Doctors and public health officials hope to change that as they begin a
three-day meeting today to map out a strategy to fight lead poisoning. -This
is a real critical time," said Dr. Suzanne Binder, chief of lead poisoning prevention for the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. "Still we have
children poisoned because their parents didn't know not to break down walls
in old housing and doctors don't know to screen blood."

STRUGGLE LOOMING IN RUSSIAN CONGRESS

MOSCOW— Russia's hard-line Congress reconvened today with a struggle
looming over President Boris Yeltsin's nomination of Yegor Gaidar — the
architect of his economic reforms — as prime minister. Deputy Prime Minister Alexander Shokhin predicted a tough struggle," the ITAR-Tass news
agency reported as deputies began their second week of work in the Grand
Kremlin Palace with discussion of defense-related issues. Sergei Filatov,
the deputy speaker, told reporters that Gaidars nomination had been postponed until Tuesday. But the maneuvering over the 36-year-old acting prime
minister continued behind the scenes Andrei Fyodorov, an aide to Voce
President Alexander Rutskoi, told reporters the hard-line opposition would
accept Gaidar as head of Yeltsin's economic team if other reformist Cabinet
members are dropped.

LUNAR ECLIPSE ON EAST COAST WEDNESDAYred

WASHINGTON— The moon will rise dark and dusky — perhaps blood
— on Wednesday, an event once feared as an ill omen but today mostly
welcomed by amateur and professional skywatchers. A total eclipse of the
moon will be fully under way when the orb of the night sky rises along the
eastern coast of the United States, reports Alan Fiala, an astronomer at the
U.S. Naval Observatory. "Normally the Earth's atmosphere refracts enough
light (during an eclipse) that you can see the moon. Usually it looks dark red
or a shade of copper," explained Fiala But this time, thanks to the lingering
dust from the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in the Philippines, "it could be darker
red or blacked out, or a gradation," he explained.

PLANS
ECONOMY MAY CHANGE CLINTON'S
WASHINGTON— Bill Clinton can forget about spending billions for public

again.

works projects and business tax breaks to get the economy moving
It's moving. At least that's the view of many economists They point to a

string of favorable reports in recent weeks showing consumer confidence
up, factory orders rising and department stores enjoying brisk holiday sales
And in the best news of all, the government said Friday that unemployment
dipped to 7.2 percent last month as companies added 105,000 more workers. The reason analysts believe that this recovery is sustainable, unlike
false starts in the past two years, is that the lob market appears to be improving. Job growth has always been considered the key Unless more people
are being hired than fired, personal incomes won't rise and consumers won't
have the wherewithal to increase their spending. Since consumer spending
accounts for two-thirds of the total economy, its the key to any sustainable
economic recovery
.But where does all this good news leave Clinton's pledge to provide a
laser-like focus on the economy once he gets into office? He spoke during
the campaign of rushing through a quick -fix program that would provide $20

billion in additional spending for roads, bridges and other public works while
offering businesses incentives to make new investments by providing them
with a tax credit for every dollar spent above a certain amount. With the
good economic news, many economists are urging Clinton to put his shortterm package on hold They say it is no longer needed and will simply drive
up a budget deficit already expected to ha stratospheric heights next year.

adosguz

DEMOLITION SPURS RELIGIOUS RIOTS

NEW DELHI, india — Hindu -Muslim rots broke out across India today after

thousands of frenzied Hindus tore down a mosque built on disputed

holy

By mid-afternoon, the death toll stood at-52. The first two deaths
came Sunday in a rampage by Hindu zealots in the city of Ayodhya, where
the destroyed mosque stood The 430-year-old Muslim shrine was on the
site where Hindus believe their god Rama was born. The government's inability to prevent the rampage was especially notable because the mosque
dispute had exploded into violence Worst In 1990, about 1,000 people died
in riots after Hindus tried to raze the building That unrest brought down a
previous government and helped a Hindu fundamentalist party making major
gains at he polls Police today opened fire on mobs in four areas of Bombay, killing seven people, as unrest spread through Muslim neighborhoods
of India's largest city, the Press Trust of India agency reported Suburban
traffic halted as wrathful Muslims stoned cars and trains In Jaipur, Hindus
and Muslims battled with daggers and iron rods and 17 people were killed
Another 25 people were reported killed as police tried to control crowds in
Lucknow, Baroda and HuNi. abet in three widely separated areas of the
country, Press Trust said
ground.
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Christmas is coming...
The Christmas season arrived in full force — chilly temperatures and all —
over the weekend for Murray and Calloway County, with the opening of the
Holly Jolly Christmas in the Park Friday evening, the Rotary Club Christmas
Parade Saturday morning, An Old-Fashioned Christmas at Murray State University's Curris Center Saturday night, and the Hanging of the Green at MS(
Sunday afternoon, along with various other events. Photos shown include (clockwise from top left) the Murray High 'Fixer Band, and the( alloway County Laker Band during the Parade; the Murray High choir during the Holly Jolly opening; Brownie Troop 3083, and Daisy Troop 864 during the Christmas Parade;
wise men leading camels from Coles Campground's live nativity scene during
the Christmas Parade; a `beary' Christmas sentimental sign sponsored by the
Murray Optimists among the Holly Jolly displays; puppets from the MSU Baptist Student Union performing during An Old-Fashioned Christmas; and the
season's celebrities, Mr. and Mrs. Santa Claws, hearing 2-year-old Emily Like's
Christmas wishes during An Old-Fashioned Christmas.(See more photos, front
page.)

Photos by Cyrus Afzali and Daniel T. Parker

LOVE YOU

PARADE WINNERS
Church
1 — Coles Campground
Church
2 — United Methodist Church
Civic
1 — East Calloway Elementary School
2 — Playhouse in the Park/
WKMS Radio
Commercial
1 — Fisher-Price
2 — Republic Savings Bank
• • • •
Cash prizes were awarded to
the winning floats.
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Pearls ofChristmas wisdom
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'Where there is no vision. the people perish.'
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Washington Today

Private rulings:
bread and butter
of ethics panels
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
em,

WASHINGTON — When Sen. Phil Gramm needed to defend his
underpayment for construction on his vacation home, he produced a
two-year-old ethics committee ruling that he had acted properly
Gramm took advantage of a little-publicized service that the committee gives any. senator a private legal ruling on any past or planned
-onduct.
.
A senator asks for the opinion and then can file it away. retrieving
it if his conduct is ever questioned. even years later. If that day never
comes the conduct can remain a secret along with the advisory ruling.
In Gramm's case, the Texas Republican revealed the ethics committer ruling last week when news articles showed he paid just over half
the .ost of 198" construction at his Maryland vacation home.
A source familiar with ethics committee operations, who asked not
to he quoted by name, said many questions raised by senators involve
the propriety of accepting favors.
Constituents offer corporate airplanes, company-paid visits to conferences and facilities and gifts of appreciation.
-- Yan we take ti'.* a senator will 44 the committee
The answer usually depends on-the circumstances. For instance. a
...- ompany-paid visit to the firm's facility is not a gift if the business is
lobbying the senator on legislation.
The committee's rulings arc designed as advisory opuoions and
therefore do not trigger investigation to determine whether senator
violated standards of conduct. There is no punishment involved.
And the senator sets the parameters of the response by the way he
asks the question For instance. if information is lett out. the committee isn't likely to know it.
"You're stuck with the way the Senator frames the question." the
sourie said "You take the facts given to you. You take the senator's
word 1 .;.an't think of anytime the committee did an investigation" as
a result of a query from a senator.
If the advisory opinions focus on a unique issue of value to all
senators, the committee wntes a broad, interpretive opinion that is
made public However, the name of the senator who sought the opinion is omitted.
Gramm's case focused on Senate rules prohibiting acceptance of
any gifts of significant value. Gramm said he paid S63.431 to 3 Texas
builder for the work on his vacation home, and didn't learn for two
years that the actual cost was some S117,000.
The committee informed the senator that he did not receive a gift,
because he believed — based on an earlier agreement with the builder
-- that he was paying the total bill.
Gramm never told the ethics panel, however, that in December
1988. about 11 months after the underpayment, the builder asked
Gramm for help in saving his three failing savings and loans.
The senator contacted federal regulators cTh the builder's behalf, but
Gramm says this was a routine constituent service and there was no
reason to inform the ethics committee.
Sen. John McCain received an ethics ruling that he was able to use
dunng the committee's investigation of the Anzona Republican and
four other senators in the so-called "Keating Five" case.
The senators had received political donations from Charles H. Keating Jr. and his associates, while intervening with thrift regulators on
behalf of Keating's failing Lincoln Savings and Loan.
McCain wrote the House ethics committee, in June 1989, that he
discovered he had not reimbursed Keating's company for flights he
and his family took in 1984 and 1985.
The House panel responded that McCain remedied the problem
when he paid for the travel immediately after discovering the error.
Committee in effect adopted the House ruling.
The Sc le E
Ca was in the House at the time the flights took place.
sine
McCain cited the ruling when then-committee Chairman Howell
hearHeflin, D-Ala., asked McCain to explain the tnps during public
ings in the Keating Five case.
Senators are encouraged to write out their requests. but some just
of
call. This became a problem during the committee's investigation
Sen. Dave Durenberger, R-Minn.
Durenberger told the committee he had asked orally whether he
in
could use official funds to pay for stays in his own apartment
Minneapolis.
Durenberger insisted the panel approved the arrangement, but the
committee had no record of it. The apartment deal was among the
the
rules violations cited by the committee when it successfully asked
senator.
the
full Senate to censure
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Humankind knows infinite dichotomies: We have day people and
night people, beach people and
mountain people. Some love basketball, some loathe it. Lovers of
the martini divide on gin or. vodka,
straight up or on the rocks. Such
divisions are the stuff of doctoral
dissertations.
Yet on reflection, I have concluded that the most revealing of all
dichotomies is that which divides
the world on the use of tools. There
are Tool People, and then again
there are Anti-tool People. A yawning gulf divides them.
These penetrating thoughts are
by no means novel. Every philosopher discovers such eternal truths
the first time he tries to get a broken
light bulb out of its socket
Prolonged meditation has guided
me to a pearl of wisdom that I will
now propound to you. It is especially appropriate at the Christmas
season. This is the soundest advice
you ever will receive:
As a general rule, never buy
anything that comes with Directions.
There you have it. Obedience to
that counsel will save Anti-toolers
untold anger. rage, frustration, humiliation and gastnc ulcers. As a
lifelong member of the Anti-tool
party, I can tell you that the rule is
not easily obeyed. This is because
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Urges support for United Way
Dear Editor
At some point in all our lives, whether we arc very young or growing older, we are touched by the United Way's sixteen agencies here
in Calloway County.
Through our family, friends, neighbors and ourselves, we all have
been or will be involved with these community agencies. It may be
through Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, 4-H, YMCA, Main Street Youth or
Senior Citizens, Red Cross, Humane Society or Arthritis of Ky. that
we or someone we know will benefit.
We all pray that we will never need the services of Spouse Abuse,
Rape Crisis, Child Health and Mental Protection, West Ky. Mental
Health, Resale Squad, Need Line or Parents Anonymous. hut if we
do, they will be there for us when, and if, we do need help.
PLEASE support the United Way and our community with your one
&Anion that provides funds for sixteen agencies and means so much
for all Calloway County Every contribution makes a difference.
Your tax-deductible contribution can he sent to:
United Way of Murray-Calloway County
607 Poplar. Suite 100
Murray, Ky., 42071
Betty Lowry
1010 Wen/Ate Drive, Murray

the world has conspired against us.
I will give you a horrible but
homely example. There was a time
when milk came in honest glass
bottles. These bottles had a kind of
globular dingbat at the top, shaped
more or less like a Kremlin tower,in
which cream collected. It required
some thought, but the cardboard
bonnet and the underlying bottle
cap could be pried off with the
kitchen crowbar, and access thus
could be gained to the milk below.
Such is the nature of Progress,
that most insidious of the ills that
afflict society, that milk now comes
in cardboard cartons. These are
secured up top with the kind of glue
with which an elephant may be
suspended. An inconspicuous arrow
points to the point at which, in
theory, this container may be penetrated and thus opened.
The other morning — it was a
Sunday,as I recall, and I had arisen
filled with good cheer at the thought
of a restful day in which the Red-

skins could be enjoyed, or at least
tolerated, on the TV. It was not to
be. One of my many grandchildren,
a handsome youth, aged 8, found
me in the kitchen. On the floor at my
feet was a canon of milk. In my
hands was a pickax that someone
had left in the toolshed. One more
wallop, and I surely would have hit
the carton instead of the floor.
Exhibiting grace under pressure,
this remarkable child placed one
thumb here and the other thumb
there, and presto! Milk! It was
amazing. Later that Sunday, his 10year-old sister calmly heated a pizza
in the microwave. I have never been
willing to tackle this microwave. It
came with the house. The contraption has more controls than one
finds in the cockpit of a 747. When I
am asked why I do not use the
microwave. I explain that its cam
shafts arc broken. This perfectly
satisfies the Anti-tool People. The
other half of humanity looks at me
oddly.

I mentioned the toolshed. Four or
five months ago, in a moment of
madness, I observed in a garden
magazine an ad for a "cubby." That
is what this diabolical structure is
called: It is a "cubby." The illustration showed a tidy little edifice,
about the size of a one-hole privy,
and the accompanying text was a
marvel of deceit. It said:
"Easily assembled in 30 minutes,
using only a hammer and screwdriver."
Fool that I am,I ordered the kiL In
two weeks three ominous packages
arrived. This was my plot: My
beloved next-door neighbor, Allan,
is Tool People. He can do anything
with tools. I thought that once he
saw me struggling to assemble this
monster alone, he would be wholly
unable to restrain himself. Tool
people are that way.
Thus was the "cubby" erected.
Allan did the work.I handed him the
screws. Allan's son Steve came over
to help. He is Tool People too. In a
little more than three hours the job
was done. A few days later our
housemaid painted the thing, and
now I have a convenient place for
my wife to keep the pickax.
As a general rule, I say again,
never buy anything that comes with
Directions. If you succumb to irresistible temptation, be certain to
have a guy named Allan next door.

Stronger governor's office?
FRANKFORT, Ky. -- A few
weeks ago in this space. the case
was presented that the office of
governor had been reduced under
the stewardship of Brereton
Jones.
Jones bristled at the suggestion
and made his own argument that
the office has thrived and even
been expanded with his guidance.
First, he defended allowing
independent boards to select university trustees and the economic
development secretary. He said
both will eliminate the pernicious
influence of politics from those
important positions. And he said
changing those selection systems
did not diminish the office of
governor because the chief
executive still appoints the
boards that make the selections.
He took particular offense at
the suggestion that he left it to
Democratic leaders in the House
and Senate to shepherd his legislative package in 1992.
But mostly, Jones said two
other initiatives he championed
during the 1992 General Assembly will fundamentally strengthen
the office of governor.
Here is a transcript of Jones
making that argument during the
taping of his Radio Roundtable
last week:
"I think it's in the puhliCc
best interest to have 3 strong legi
diliPe branch of government and
also to have a strong executive

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
branch of government.
"I think sometimes throughout
history one branch may get a
little stronger than the other and I
think generally the public is in
agreement that they ought to be
as nearly equal as possible.
"That's why when I took
office, I felt that the legislative
branch had gotten stronger, quite
frankly, than the executive
branch. And I wanted to strengthen the executive branch. And
that's why 1 went out so strongly

in support of gubernatorial suc
cession. Because that gives a
governor the opportunity to work
with the legislature for eight
years.
"You know, it takes a governor, normally, a year or so to get
their feet on the ground and get
their administration together and
to get the buggy in the mfddle of
the road, so to speak. And then,
of course, the last year of their
administration, they're a lame
duck. So, it gives them really a
limited period of time to accom-

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
Flat ietters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be
typewritten and double-spaced if possible and should be on topics of
general interest Letters must not be more tlun 500 words. The Murray
Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any kaer and
to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
& Times. P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071,

plish those things that they really
want to accomplish.
"So I think by giving a governor the opportunity to run again,
the opportunity to have eight
years, that that really strengthens
the executive branch of government. And then also I would say,
another step that I felt very
strongly about that would
strengthen the executive branch
was campaign finance reform.
"As you well know, I took a
lot of grief because I had raised
more money to run for governor
than any other person in history.
But under the system that we
had, that is what was required to
get elected. If you look at those
people who have run for governor in modern times, normally,
not always, but normally, the
ones who raise the most money
get the most votes. And that's
wrong. That's not the way it
should be. But in order to get
elected under the old system, that
had to be done.
"Now, we've changed the system. Now, no governor will come
into office with that cloud hanging over their head. And that will
give a governor additional
strength and additional
credibility.
"So we have strengthened the
office of governor and I welcome
a strong legislature and I think
that's the way the people's interests are hest served "
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Murray State faculty participate in convention
committee chairman of the exhibits
hall.
Dr. Fred Cornelius, associate
professor of English, served as
chairman of the convention's special services, which included local
transportation, area tours, school
visits, special displays and service
booths.
More than 5,000 teachers and
supervisors of elementary and secondary school English, college faculty in English and rhetoric and

Three Murray State University
faculty members participated in the
82nd annual convention of the National Council of Teachers of English held in Louisville recently.
Doris Cella, director of the Murray State Learning Center, and
Michael Morgan, instructor of English, presented a workshop titled
"Young Adult Literature and the
Basic Writer: Connecting Reading
and Writing in the Classroom." In
addition, Cella also served as local

op,

teacher educators from all parts of
the United States and Canada attended the convention.
The convention program included nearly 400 sessions and
workshops focusing on all aspects
of the teaching of English, talks by
well-known educators and authors,
exhibits of new teaching materials,
sessions of working committees and
business meetings.
The National Council of Teach-

ers of English is a professional
organization consisting of more
than 100,000 teachers and supervisors of English at all levels of
education. Its purpose is to improve
the teaching of English and language arts in the nation's schools
and colleges. The council conducts
national meetings and conferences,
publishes journals and professional
books on problems and issues in the
teaching of English and provides
other teaching aids.
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MURRAY TODAY
Story Hours at library

JO'S DATEBOOK

Sany Linn, youth services director for Calloway County Public
Library has announced the themes for Story Hours during December.
A
"Trams" was the theme of Dec. I and 2. "It's Beginning to Look
Lot Like Christmas" will be the theme for Dec. 8 and 9. The theme
for Dec. 15 and 16 will be "Jolly Old Saint Nicholas."
for
Story Hours are book-centered ennchment programs designed
is
version
ned
shorte
children between the ages of 3 to 7 A special
with
days
Wednes
and
ys
Tuesda
held
are
ms
Parents and Twos. Progra
to
Parents and Twos from 9:30 to 10 a.m. and Story Hours from 10:10
1130 a.m.
Both programs are held in the Library Meeting Room. Interested
persons may call the library at 753-2288 for more information.
30
Linn said there will be no Story Hours on Dec. 22. 23, 29 and
s.
holiday
because of the Christmas
ti because
Also no Story Hours will be held On Jan. 5.6, 12 and
h Jan.
throug
1
Jan.
closed
be
will
of the library inventory. The library

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
women, will
THEOS, a support group for widowed men and

ay County
meet Tuesday, Dcc. 8, at 2 p.m. in the annex of Callow
THEOS
The
ion.
discuss
the
lead
will
Steele
Lillian
.
Public Library
SpirOther
Each
Help
"They
for
name, a registered trademark, stands
supa
ed
has
provid
which
group
lp
self-he
mutual
itually." This is a
m for the
progra
al
spirutu
tarian
non-sec
and
onal
educati
,
portive
1962. For information
widowed in the United States and Canada since
75, Opal How753-28
Steele,
Lillian
24,
753-38
Call Dr. David Roos,
753-2411.
Isaacs,
Karen
ard, 753-1998, Reita Moody, 753-0172, or

CC Athletic Boosters cancel meeting

1'
The library will reopen Monday. Jan. 18. Story Hours will resume
Jan 19

:
E- Asit
GUEST SPEAKER —

Lyme Reece of Louisville was featured
n Luncheon of Christian
speaker at the Country Fair and Auctio
17. She is pictured
Women's Club of Murray on Tuesday. Nob.
,
right. CWC chairCooper
with Katherine Ray, kit, and Melsa
ted by Margery
presen
was
Mursic
her.
introduced

South Pleasant Grove Homemakers
Club plans luncheon on Wednesday
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club will meet Wednesday. Dec. 9, at 11 a.m. at the
home of Lisa McDougal. This
will be a potluck meal.
Twilla Coleman, president,
presided at the November meeting held at Callowav County

HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIA1JST
Vinyl and Aluminum Seing
Replacement Wincbws-Patio Doers
C,arports•Patio Enclosures
'Worvenne
'CertainTeed
'Reynolds
'Alcoa
•Mastic
5 Year Latxx Warrenty Insurec
Brad Haugr, Owner
P0 Box 1064 Murray KY 420-1
(502)753-0280

Public Library.
"Conquering Clutter" was the
mayor lesson presented by luta
Hutson.
Linda Workman gave a minor
lesson on "Ways To Be A Support Group."
The devotion on -Thanksgiving" was given by Clovis Brown.
Ten members answere the roll
call by stating "What We Are
Thankful For."
Lessons for 1993 were
selected. It was announced that a
new cookbook by County members is to be printed and each
member is to submit five recipes.
The club sent money to Western State Hospital to help with
holiday gifts. Members voted to
give money to WATCH.
instead of exchanging gifts.

The meeting of Calloway County Athletic Boosters, scheduled for Tuesmeeting
day, Dec. 8, has been cancelled Kathy Butler, president, said the
will be rescheduled at a later date.

man, who
Knight. They
Shown, soloist, who was accompanied by Allene
neer for the
auctio
was
Travis
Vickie
were intoduced by Pat Wood.
8. at 9:30
Dec.
y.
Tuesda
be
will
coffee
prayer
annual auction. A
light
Candle
a
have
will
a.m. at the home of Mrs. Cooper. 1 he club
p.m.
2
to
noon
12
Irons
IS.
Dec.
Christmas Luncheon on Tuesday,
$4.75
be
will
on
lunche
the
of
cost
The
rant.
at Sesen Seas Restau
y evening, Dec.
per person. Reservations should be made by Sunda
n Pritchard,
Marily
or
99,
753-39
,
11, by calling Freda Lovett
Sherry
calling
by
made
be
should
s
lation
Cancel
753-9930.
Edwards. 7534034.

VFW Men and Auxiliary will meet
The Ladies Auxiliary and men of Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars
will have their annual family Christmas dinner on Tuesday, Dec. 8. at 7 p.m.
s'
at Willis Center, North L P Miller St., Murray. Veterans and veteran
widows from local nursing homes are invited.

Alzheimer's party on Tuesday
8,
Alzheimer Disease EducationiSupport Group will meet Tuesday, Dec will
This
l
Hospita
County
lloway
Murray-Ca
of
room
board
in
the
m
p
30
at 4
inment will
be the seventh annual old fashioned Christmas potluck. Enterta
information
be presented. Alzheimer's patients are welcome to attend. For
61.
contact Cindy Ragsdale at 762-1100 or Joretta Randolph, 753-55

Murray Branch of AAUW will meet
meet
Murray Branch of American Association of University Women will
d
Dogwoo
,
1205
Rogers
Jane
of
home
the
at
m.
p
6:30
at
8,
Tuesday, Dec.
to
is
Dr., Murray. This willb e the Christmas potluck and each member asked
a dish to share of vegetables, salad or dessert. Also each one is asked
as
bring a Christmas poem or story or a remembrance of a special Christm
HospiState
n
Wester
s
at
patient
for
gifts
bring
should
s
life.
Member
in your
t for a
tal. Just for fun, each one should bring a $2 gift or white elephan
Chinese auction. Guests and prospective members are welcome For more
information call Betty Boston at 759-4923.

Breaking Free event planned
Breaking Free, a support group for the holiday season, will start tonight
will be
(Monday) from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at First Christian Church. Sessions faciligroup
Kern,
Lee
4.
Jan.
and
28
and
held on Mondays, Dec. 7, 14, 21
g
tator, said -this is for people alone for the first time or sufferin from
24.
753-38
or
03
753-46
call
tion
informa
more
For
ion.'
depress

Murray Middle Council will meet
off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Can:

759-1752
4
.
1
/
'

See us for all your wedding & holiday wear!
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Murray Woman's Club Kappa Department
Presents

--340ow:
Chtlistmos in the CountAti
-Souk ot

December 13th 1-4 p.m.
Mr & Mrs. Toni Yates
Mr & Mrs. Tripp FUTChei
Box 1012 Robin wood Dr
Hwy. 94 West
Misty Meadows Subdivision
3 miles from Murray
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Allison
Hwy. 121 S. Lynnwood Est
2 miles (TOM Murray

will meet
Murray Middle School Site Based Decision Making Councilwill
include
agenda
The
office.
school
the
at
Tuesday, Dec. 8. at 8:30 p.m.
principal,
school needs assessmentand council by-laws revision. Pat Saber,
urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Alpha Mu has event

the
A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will be at
from
22,
and
8
Dec.
ys,
Tuesda
on
,
Murray
,
Library
Calloway County Public

By HELEN STEFFEN
alpha Mu ottani« Pub4lety writer

FORMAL WEAR
HEADQUARTERS

:

r 14760 of F:psilon SimPictured at a meeting of Alpha Mu Chapte
Fleming are, from left,
Kathie
of
home
ga Alpha International at
Marjorie Hall. Mars idHelen Steffen, Fleming, Lillian Cook,
Jean F. Lewis.
and
met.. Pat %ikon, Dortha Bailey

Mr & Mrs Johnny Colson
Hwy 121 S
at Old Salem Rd

Purchase Tickets From:
Santa's Attic, Kappa Members or at the door, day of tour
Cost MOO
Proceeds Benefit: Calloway County Chapter Amenaut
Red Crow AIDS Education

New pledges joining Epsilon
Sigma Alpha International, Alpha
mu Chapter 14760, on Nov. 17 at
the Coldwater home of Kathie
Fleming. president, included Jean
F. Lewis. pledge of Dortha Bailey, Lillian Cook, pledge of Helen
Steffen, and Pat Wilson and Marjorie Hall, pledges of Mary
Vidmer
Fleming conducted the candlelighted pledge ceremony followed by each of the sponsors
pinning their pledges. Congratulations were in order and members expressed their joy welcoming the members.
The Ceremony of the Jewels
for Dortha Bailey, sponsored by
Margaret Terhune, and Carol
Lewis, sponsored by Steffen, was
conducted by Fleming. She
pinned the jewel pin on each of
them.
Philanthropic Chairman Kathie
Gentry told of forms received
from Kentucky State Council to
assist members in keeping track
of philanthropic hours and dollars
donated and to be turned in at
each meeting.
Helen Campbell, Ways and
Means Chairman, said the pecans
will be delivered soon and distributed to those who have purchased them.

Social Security representative here
10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Fleming said that a Gerber
Club Ladies' luncheon planned
Baby Doll has been donated by
be WedThe Ladies' Day Christmas luncheon at Oaks Country Club will
ALSAC of St. Jude Children's
and lunch
m
a
11.30
at
start
will
hour
social
A
dub.
the
at
16,
nesday. Dec.
Research Hospital for the chap. Dec. 14,
will be served at noon. Reservations should be made by Monday21.
ter's fundraiser this year in which
calling Doris Rose at 753-3690 or Della Miller at 753.27
by
at least S500 will be given to St.
Jude's. The Collegiate Chapter of Singles (SOS) plan events
(Monday) at 6
ESA will assist Alpha Mu in sellThe Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet tonight
for the next calendar.
ing tickets at SI each or six for
p.m. at Delamar's Restaurant for a planning meetingChambe
r of Commerce
$5. The drawing will be held at
On Tuesday, Dec. 8, the SOS will meat at 7 p.m. atprogram to be presented
the
be
will
ons'
Traditi
Own
building. 'Starting Your
the Dec. 15th dinner social to be
a program about change
by Jeanne Fleming, president of SOS. This will be
held at the home of Dortha
ys' party The SOS .s a
and starting anew. Also this will be December birthdawhether always single,
Bailey.
ages,
all
of
singles
for
group
social
support and
group is to provide
Angela Smith, president of the
separated, divorced or widowed. The purpose of the invited and encourchary
Collegiate Chapter. recentl
positive social interaction and support. All singles are
38 or Jeanne at
aged to attend For more information call Pamela at 753-76
tered, said her theme will be
753-0224.
"We've Only Just Begun." Robyn
Humphreys, her friend, was a
Revival planned by Dexter Baptists
guest. They modeled hats to be
ay, Dec. 10, and
given for distribution by Need
Revival servies at Dexter Baptist Church will start Thursd
thy, pastor of
Norswor
Jerry
Rev.
The
12.
continue through Saturday, Dec.
Line.
to start at 7
s
service
for
r
speake
Steffen was asked to order 30 Blood River Baptist Church, will be the according to the Rev. Paul Bogard.
p.m.,
6:30
at
start
will
Band
p.m. Prayer
ceramic assorted animals, to he
pastor, who invites the public to attend.
made by patients at West View
Nursing Home, and to be used in
Musical program planned at Carter
Kenng
upcomi
the
at
tions
decora
present a program
The Fourth Graders of Carter Elementary School will on Thursday, Dec.
tucky State Council convention.
Year"
This
Play
mas
Christ
For A
Names were drawn for the on 'What Shall We Do
13th Street, Mur10. at 12:30 p.m at the Carter School Gymnasium, South
this special
attend
Christmas gift exchange and din- ray.
to
public
the
invites
,
teacher
,
music
Bowker
Joan
ner party to be held DC4: 15 at 6 musical program.
p.m. at the Bailey home.
Mary Vidmer and Kathie FlemOvereaters Anonymous will meet
d
serve
on Wednesday, Dec
ing.hostesses,
Overeaters Anonymous will have an open meeting
Ellis Drive, Murray.
Center,
.
ity
refreshments
9. This will be at 5:30 p.m. at Ellis Commun
women
Alpha Mu will sponsor another This is open to all interested persons. OA is a fellowship of men and
problem —
n
commo
a
solve
help
to
order
in
West
meet
at
s
who
life
from all walks of
Bingo Game for patient
requirement for membership is a desire to
View Nursing Home on Tuesday, compulsive overeating. The onlyis patterned after the Alcoholics program.
compulsively. OA
Jan. 5. The group will go out stop eating
are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins and no diets
There
.
later for dessert

ASQC meeting planned Thursday

New Concord Homemakers Club
will meet at home of Lillie Fuqua
New Concord Homemakers
Club will meet Wednesday, Dec.
9, at 11:30 a.m. in the home of

ON
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For the things
you own
when you don't
own the house
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Lillie Fuqua.
This will be a potluck luncheon and Christmas party. Each
one is to bring a wrapped S5 to
Si gift for the Chinese auction.
In October the club voted to
give money toward the purchase
of a memorial to its deceased
members, nine in all. A set of
nine volumes from the Singer
Sewing Reference Library was
donated to Calloway County
Public Library in their memory.
"We hope all homemakers will
take advantage of these hooks," a
club member said.
A group of club members took
an annual trip ,to Eddyville for
shopping and to PaUi's at Grand
Rivers for lunch in November.
Gifts for Western State Hospital and food for Need Line were
collected and delivered.
Any one interested in joining
6e club may call 436-2940.

•
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"

a
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Quality Control will
Jackson Purchase Section of the American Society for Holiday Inn, Mayat
10,
Dec.
ay,
on
Thursd
meeting
monthly
have its regular
Marietta, Paducah, will be
field John Dew, manager of training at Martin
6.30 p.m.,,dinner at
speaker. The meeting will begin with the social period at
al information
addition
and
tions
reserva
For
m
8
p
at
m
progra
and
7 p m.
248.
1-251-2
at
contact John Wallace

Special effort now underway
during the holiday
A special effort to help as many people as possible ce Center at East
season is being coordinated through the Family Resour ters Association,
Calloway Elementary School, Murray Professional Firefigh
Wal-Mart and K-Mart
Murray -Calloway County Need Line, helping trees at and county. Donna
city
the
of
uals
individ
and other agendas, groups and
names of families
Herndon, center director, said a volunteer has placed the
none of the families
that
hope
the
in
list
erized
a
comput
in
needs
in special
s and children. This
will be missed Sponsors are needed for these familie
or an individual.
club
civic
Group,
can be a Sunday School Class, Study
d the many families
realize
she
when
elmed
overwh
was
'she
said
n
Herndo
helping agencies.'
in ttls county who had not been on any list of the localsponsoring families
in
ted
interes
group
or
Any person, church, class, dub
Center at 753-3070 or the
for the holidays are asked to call the Resource
leave a message on
there,
is
one
it
no
and
33,
at
753-63
office
Line
Need

the answering machine

Aerobics Classes scheduled
New iambics classm we Nang scheduled by Murray Family YMCA
These will be from noon to I p m on Monday, Wednesday and Fnday, and

at 530 p m on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday Persons interested in the
classes may call the YMCA at 759-9622 or registered at the office on the

lower floor of the Weeks Community Center, according to Franc** Ray,
YMCA director
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CALENDAR
Tuesday, Dec.

Moaday, Dec. 7
Christian and Missionary
Alliance Bible Study/7
p.m./Weaks Community Cotter.

Coffee Break at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church/9:30
2.111.

AA and Al-Anon closed discussion meeting/8 p.m./American
Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

Murray TOPS 834 at 7
p.m./First Presbyterian Church.

Esther Sunday School Class of
, Memorial Baptist Church/6
p.m./Fellowship Hall.

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.

•

Bingon p.m./Knights of Columbus building.

Puppets at Memorial Baptist
Church/8 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Betty Sledd Group/6:30
p.m. at home of Janet Finch.

•

Murray High School events
include Regional Academic Taping for WPSD Paducah/11 a.m.;
Ninth Grade Basektballa t Fulton
City/6 p.m.; J.V. and Varsity
Girls host Lone Oak.

Mr. and Mrs. John Kevin Simmons

Armstrong and Simmons
vows solemnized at church
Melia Kristina Armstrong and John Kevin Simmons were married
Friday, Oct. 23, at 7 p.m. at Enon Baptist Church.
The Rev. James Don Farmer, the Rev. Scott Humphreys and the
Rev. James Robertson officiated. Music was by Mrs. Jeanetta McCalIon, Shelbyville, cousin of the bride, and Mrs. Julie Stone, Murray,
vocalists, and Roger Hutson, Murray, pianist.
The bride is the daughter of Jerry and Sandra Armstrong of Sedalia.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Alexander of Mayfield and Mrs. Molena Armstrong and the late Crawford Armstrong of
Lynn Grove.
The groom is the son of John Paul and Ruby Simmons of Beulah.
He is the grandson of the late Egben and Nona Simmons of Fulgham
and Myrtle and Willard Peebles of Milburn and the late Perry Richard
of Beulah.
Given in marriage by her father, the bride wore a formal gown of
white light Italian satin and heavily hand-beaded reembroidered Alencon lace. It was designed with a sweetheart neckline, basquc waist and
leg-o-mutton sleeves with pouf accents. Her ornate peplum back highlighted the cathedral length train.
She wore a finger-tip veil of imported silk illusion attached to a silk
and pearl floral wreath headpiece. Her flowers consisted of burgundy
and teal cabbage roses accented with ivy, strings of pearls and handmade lace over 150 years old.
Mrs. Julie Bushart of Mayfield served as matron of honor. Brides-maids were Miss Kendra Wilson of Fancy Farm, and Mrs. Pamela
Hogancamp, Goldsboro, N.C., sister of the groom.
Flower girls were Jessica Parson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Danny
McAlpin of Sedalia, and Tabitha Shales, daughter of Ms. Rhonda
Shales of Metropolis, Ill.
Michael Pittman of Clinton served as best man. Groomsmen were
John Byassee of Clinton and Joe Hogancamp of La Center.
Ushers and candlelighters were Boyd Sweeney of Huntsville, Ala.,
and John Hogancamp, Goldsboro, N.C., brother-in-law of the groom.
Ring bearers were Jonathen Byrn, cousin of the bride and son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Byrn of Wingo, and Joshua Hogancamp, nephew of
the groom and son of Mr. and Mrs. John Hogancamp.
The registry was kept by Jennifer Hogancauip: programs were presented by Audrey Hogancamp; and ribbons were presented by Aaron
Hogancamp. They are nieces and nephew of the groom and are from
Goldsboro, N.C.
A reception followed in the Fellowship Hall of the church. Music
was provided by Roger Hutson.
Servers were Mrs. Susan Byrn of Wingo, Ms. Becca Bowerman of
Gilbertsville, Mrs. Rebecca Johnson and Ms. Debbie Taylor Mayfield,
Mrs. Jonelle Alexander of Wingo, Miss Patricia Perez Urzaig of
Goldsboro, N.C., and Miss Lisa West of Sedalia.
Rice bags were distributed by Jacquelyn West and Kimberly Parson
of Sedalia.
Mrs. Denise Hendley of Sedalia served as wedding coordinator.
After a wedding trip to Blowing Rock, N.C., the new Mr. and Mrs.
Simmons are residing at South Fulton, Tenn.
The bride is a 1990 honor graduate of Graves County High School
and a 1992 graduate of Paducah Community College. She is employed
by Pinnacle Rehabilitation in Western Tennessee.
The groom is a 1984 graduate of Hickman County High School and
graduate of Murray State University with a degree in computer
1988
a
science. He is employed by Ingersoll-Rand of Mayfield.
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Henson baby boy is born

will
aye.
'at
on

Mr. and Mrs. Danny James
Henson Rt. 5, Box 169, Benton,
are the parents of a daughter,
Kristen Nicole Henson, born on
Friday. Nov. 20, at 1:54 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The baby weighed six pounds
four ounces and measured 19

inches. The mother is
Rebecca Ann Kidd.

the former

Squire Parsons in concert/7
p.m./Scotts Grove Baptist
Church. No admission, but love
offering taken.
Single Too/7 p.m./Homeplace
Family Restaurant, Coldwater
Road. Info/Celia, 753-6078, Sandy, 753-0817, or Beverly,
435-4228.
Murray-Calloway County Camera Clubr/ p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted MaSOils/7:30 p.m./lodge
hall.
Murray-Calloway County Camera Clubr/ p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre-School/9
a.m.-noon; Women's luncheon/
11:30 a.m.; Bible "Trot"
Classf7:01 p.m.
Boy Scout Troop 77/First Christian Church/6:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Youth Disciple
Bible Study/8 p.m.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer
Fire Department/6:30 p.m./Water
Valley Community Center.
North Calloway Elementary
School Site Based Decision Making Councilf7 p.m./school.
Calloway County High School
Site Based Decision Making
Council/7 p.m./library.
Christian Singles Group/7
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Info/Joan/759-1345 or
Richard/759-9994.
Tuesday, Dec.
Calloway County Fiscal Court/I
p.m./office of Judge/Executive
George Weaks.
Habitat business meeting/noon.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star/6 p.m.
potluck meal/Masonic Temple.
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club/11 a.m./Sirloin Stockade.
South Murray Homemakers
Club/11 a.m./Fellowship Hall of
Memorial Baptist Church.
Murray Lions Club/6:30
p.m./Murray Woman's Club
House.

Dexter Center/senior activities/
9:30 a.m.
Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citi/ens'
activities.

Shown are Mary and Joseph riding a donkey in a scene of the
Living Christmas Story.

Church schedules event

Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
Calloway,. County Public
Library/8-11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to
3 p.m.
CWF Group I of First Christian
Church/10 a.m. with Ruth Pickens and Libby Hart, hostesses,
and Walt Apperson, program.
CWF Group III of First Christian Church/7:30 p.m. with potluck with Betty McCord, hostess,
and Glenda Roos, program.
First Baptist Church events
include Mothers Day Out/9:30
a.m.; Sharon Wells Group/12:30
p.m. with Reita Moody: Louclla
Beddoe Group/7 p.m. with Susie
Malone.
First United Methodist Church
events include Mother's Morning
Out/9 a.m.; Waters/Doran and
Tucker/Frost with Ruth
Oney/9:30 a.m.; Gleaners/
Friendship Sunday School
Class/6 p.m./social hall; Adult
Disciple Study/6 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
events include Ladies' Bible
Study/9:30 a.m.

An inspirational reenactment south of Highway 94 West on
of events surrounding the birth of Highway 783 (Pleasant Grove
Road).
Christ will be portrayed at South
The public is cordially invited
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
this special event, Lowe said.
Sunday,
to
and
Saturday
on
Church
Dec. 12 and 13.
"A long standing community
favorite, this vivid Christmas
story is brought to life by actors,
live animals, background narration and music by the Church
Elizabeth Oakley
Choir," said Rick Lowe, public
bride-elect of
relations chairman for the church.
Over 150 people will be
Jay Wells
involved as cast members or in
has made her
supporting roles for this year's
gift selections
production. Two new scenes have
from
been added this year to compliment past live enactments.
Pier l's
There is no admission fee to
Bridal Registry
the Living Christmas Story which
runs from 6 to 9 p.m. on Saturday
and Sunday at 10-minute intervals. Refreshments will be
provided.
University Plus On Chested St
The church is located one mile
miles
five
north of Crossland and

•

'`4

MIAMI INDIAN
O
NG
BI
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Saturday 4% Monday
5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
OPEN
DOORS
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weakly Specials *

247-8537

Young students in String
Program/concert/7 p.m./Farrell
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Building, Murray State University. Admission free.

MN MIMI MIN NMI

MIMI =1111

(Save $148)

Administration of GED test/8
a.m./Counseling Testing Center,
Ordway Hall, Murray State University. Info/762-6851.

Our Food - Or Use Your Own I
*Meals, Delta, Maintenance Additional
Must Present Coupon - Expires 12111192
Gift Certificates Available

Land Between the Lakes' events
include "A Christmas Medley"/2
p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center.
Info/1 -924-5602.

I

Sean Douglas
Hackel born

VF:L2,ESS & VVE,GHT

CA

NMI

301 N. 12th St. • University Square
753-9932
R=I

the
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Mr. and Mrs. Douglas J. Hackel of Rt. 2, Box 79-1, Mayfield,
are the parents of a son, Sean
Douglas Hackel, born on Thursday, Nov. 26, at 12:46 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The baby weighed seven
pounds 10 ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Heyde M. Kohring.
Grandparents are George and
Mary Louise Heckel of Mayfield
and Heinz and Dolores Kohring
of Wasilla, Alaska.

HIGHWAYS
triolksitg;
16,,6.1;79 kit h

The Choice Is Yours

SALE 47.99
Post Impressions'" Perm
Reg.$66 For healthy. shiny hair
with great body Price includes
shampoo haircut and styltriq
Long hair and design wraps
extra
priat offoctive through
Saturday. Docember 12.

Squire Parsons
Cams in isr a kw esmonstradea Way.
Bug. Rota $2199

Our Price $1,599

awy.68• Reldland Near 1-24, Exit 118 • 1-800-599-USEW

Owe

I

lom a

Grandparents are Glynn and
Joan Henson and Gene and Shirley Kidd, all of Benton. A greatgrandmother is Mrs. Ruby Jones
of Benton.
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PFAFF
CREATIVE 1472
ANNIVERSARY EDITION
This new computerized Nail sewing machine combines years ol advanced Plait
Sedtivobgy - and at a groat price, too

* Corns In or call for your
FREE Christmas Gift Guido,

IMP

Registration Fee Only SI*

Computerized PFAFF

Lay-Away now for
Christmas.
Beat the January
Price Increase!

'
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JCP
Styling Salon

Appearing in Concert at:

Scotts Grove Baptist Church
Monday, December 7 — 7 p.m.
Doors Open at 6 p.m.
No Admission • A Low Offering Will Be Taken
1992 JCPoontry Compony Inc

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary Call 759-9811
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Woman finds pleasure in restoring dolls
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP)
— Essie Phelps brings dolls back
to health.
For the past 21 years, she has
rebuilt limbs, restuffed bodies
and patched holes in heads before
grinding them smooth and returning the dolls to their owners.
"I don't think of them as
babies so much." she said.
"They're more like mends. They
just give me so much pleasure. I
can come down Isere with so
many things on my mind, and I
leave them outside the door
because I can just think about the
dolls."
Mrs. Phelps, 67, started repairing dolls when she was bedridden
with a back injury. She began

04.
Hal Smoot- Bruler
753 7955

Ill Ilabeetime
753-7541

al Real
Profession
Cant About YouIr
W.

Personalized Childrens Books
our tavonte child is the star of their very
own story Each full color book is personalized with the child's name,addres, age,
parent, and friends name. The perfect gift
tor any c.x.-casion. Written, illustrated, and
— _
published by tiutorno
tsci
Murray resideniz.
312 Nan 50esr
Moro., todarfadw 4207' •
$995

KENTUCKY BACKROADS
By Berry Craig

"est

(502., 755 668'

ENJOY

F

Fabulous Christmas Buffet

Served Every Day Monday thru Saturday
TurkeY & Dressing. Baked Ham Fish - Large Selection of Vegetables Salad Bar - Desserts
7534141
Hwy. 641 North. Murray

$6.95

Seven Seas

7534563

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

AICER
BEST
BUY

Hardware
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148101,

Holiday Hook Up
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to me and they say, 'You know
what to do and call me when it's
finished.' No one has ever
brought one back to mc and said
they didn't like it."
Many of her customers are
elderly men.
"They say they were going
through their mother's stuff and
found it, so they bring them in to
get repaired to give to their
grandchildren." she said. "People want them redone to make
their grandchildren happy, for
something for them to hold on to,
something from years gone by,
see?"
And Mrs. Phelps tries to
restore the dolls to their original
condition.
"You should never take away
what you don't have to and you
should never add anything to an
antique doll that you don't have
to," she said.

New light bulb
could last 20 years
JEFFERSONTOWN, Ky. (AP)
— A Jefferson County inventor
has come up with an enlightening
idea that is winning rave reviews
for making light bulbs more energy efficient and increasing their
life expectancy.
The "Lamp Driver Circuit"
that Bob Schlenk patented last
year is at the heart of a new bulb
that Schlenk ceIntends is brighter
and more efficient than standard
fluorescent lights.
One of his 14-inch tubes, he
says, will emit as much light as
four standard four-foot ones —
while using about 60 percent as
much electricity. The bulb, which
generates a warm illumination
similar to sunlight, will last from
15 to 20 years, the inventor said.
"His device is so exciting. It
does a lot better than he's prom
oting it to be," said Alexander
Marinaccio, founder and president of the Inventors' Clubs of
America. "He's going to be
doing some great things."
Schlenk said the same technology used in his light bulb can be
applied in other products ranging
from stud-welding equipment to
portable cauterizing devices.
Schlenk, 43, was named one of
the top 66 inventors of 1991 by
the Patent and Trademark Office
of the U.S. Department of
Commerce.
Last month, he received "New
Product" and "New Technology" awards from the Inventors'
Clubs. It was the first time anyone had ever captured both
prizes, Marinaccio said.
Schlenk claims his gas-filled
"Perma-Lux" light bulb, which

he hopes to have on the market
by next spring, will make other
bulbs obsolete, and Marinaccio
agrees.
The heart of Schlenk's new
technology is a circuit that makes
transistors work together more
efficiently.
Schlenk said the bulbs are
already being manufactured out
of state, but declined to identify
the location because he fears
industrial spying from
competitors.
Another Schlenk invention —
a lightweight device for testing
neon and fluorescent bulbs — is
being manufactured in Louisville.
David Brown, vice president
and co-owner of Transco Inc. of
West Columbia, S.C., said his
company has bought 2(X) of the
devices to sell to electrical utilities, manufacturers and science
labs.
David Barton, president and
owner of Southern Stud Weld in
Houston, believes Schlenk's circuit can produce a welding tool
that will be lighter by half than
the 60-pound instruments now
being used.
Barton is considering manufacturing a welder using the new
technology — possibly at a small
factory he may locate in
Louisville.
Another intriguing possibility
is the cauterizing tool, which
Schlenk says will seal small cuts
with a painless zap of electricity.
Schlenk uses the device on his
own cuts, but said it will take
several years to get federal
approval to sell it.

and one 2
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glue.
"Some of these composition
dolls are 70 or 75 years old." she
said. "Once I get down to the
basic parts, I either put paint on,
or I redo it. Not many people
know how to work with composition dolls. These are the hardest
to do and they're always a challenge. It's fun to redo one and
sec it come out looking pretty
again.
"I would say I do 30 or 35 of
these a year. I never have brought
one in that I couldn't repair, but
you can hardly find arms and
legs. Sometimes I have to make
them."
Mrs. Phelps is confident she
can repair any doll.
"It don't bother me at all,"
she said. "I feel like it's the gift
God has given me — the knowhow to kindly ease along through
it. (Customers) bring the dolls in

•

3-Piece Scissor Set
tf'y

Sturm was in The Land
Between the Lakes with the
Kaintuck Muzzleloaders. another
local re-enactor group, when she
went into labor. Spurning a teepee birth for his daughter, Pete
Sturm bundled his wife into the
family's white Mercedes and
drove her 50 miles to a Paducah
hospital.
Early in their relationship. Pete
Sturm, 27, asked Beth Gill where
she wanted to go on a date.
"I said, 'To a re-enactment."
she said. "He had no idea what 1
was talking about."
Sturm's handmade outfit is
authentic — from her coiff, a
ruffled white cotton cap, to her
size 8 sabots and French-style
pumps.
"It was considered scandalous
for an 18th -century French
woman to go bareheaded," she
said.
Sabots arc clunky wooden
shoes.
"It wasn't just the Dutch who
wore them," she said. "Wooden
shoes were common all over
Europe."
Her heavy dress features a
grass-brushing hemline, 18thcentury style. It includes extra
folds of cloth to fatten up a skinny waistline.
"Women wanted to appear
wide at the hips to show they
were built for childbearing." she
said.
At re-enactments like those at
Sturm wants to be a history
Massac and Fort Chartres
Fort
teacher.
parks, Sturm pretends she
state
help
will
g
re-enactin
"I think
to rear her child alone
left
was
me make history come alive for
killed her
Redcoats
after
my students."
husband.
also
g
With Sturm, re-enactin
of football
involves her family. Her parents. " "You've heard
"Pete's
asked.
Sturm
widows'!"
Bob and Sue Gill, also of Padustays
He
widower.
re-enactor
a
Marines.
cah, are in the Massac
he
because
weekends
on
home
Sturm's 2-year-old daughter, Kirout
being
of
idea
the
like
doesn't
sten, is a born re-enactor, her
in all kinds of weather."
mom said.

PADUCAH, Ky. — Beth
Sturm doesn't just listen to her
professors preach history.
She practices it.
"My baby girl was almost
born in a teepee," Sturm said.
A 25-year-old Paducah Community College freshman, Sturm
is an avid French and Indian War
re-enactor.
•'You might think just men are
into this, but there are some
women, too," she said.
Sturrn, who lives in Paducah,
plays a French soldier's widow in
the Massac Marines, a 1750s reenactment group that furnished a
quartet of authentically-clad
extras for the movie, "Last of the
Mohicans."
"I didn't get to go," Sturm
said. "Maybe next time."
On weekends after classes,
Sturm enjoys dressing up 18thcentury style and heading for
bivouacs at restored frontier bastions such as Fort Massac and
Fort Chartres in southern Illinois.
Latter-day French Mannes and
British Redcoats fight bloodless
battles for video camera-armed
spectators.
"A special feeling comes over
me," said Sturm, a slender
woman with dart brown eyes and
long black hair who somctim
plays a half-Chickasaw -h
i's
Englishwoman. "It's ecri.
really back in the
75os
like

December 1992
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making doll clothes, and then
friends would bnng in dolls for
her to repair.
She kept up the hobby after
she recovered, and her collection
grew to about 7,000 dolls. She
purchased a farm house in Bowling Green with the intentions of
it becoming a doll museum, but
the house became her home.
Mrs. Phelps built a workshop
that contains toys bearing names
such as Chatty Cathy. Raggedy
Ann and Shirley Temple. It also
has boxes full of arms, legs and
eyes for the ailing dolls.
Her skill comes through when
she works on composition dolls
— antique dolls with bodies
made of pressed sawdust and
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Take a look at Republic's Liquid CD
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Bonus 3 Pack
Video Cassettes

• Withdrawals at any time with no penalty
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WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

Savings Bank

208 E. Main

753-3361

Paducah's Most Interesting Store

12th & Main
Murray,Kentucky
759-1630

AY
:I
UR
fl
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

An Aspen
traditirm ofhospitality awaits you on
yourfirst sip.... Great with Cider, Tea,
Wine or Brandy...

e
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Party Mart

Hannan Plaza
509 Lone Oak Rd.
SAT: TILL11 P.M.
&
FRI.
OPEN 8 A.M.-10 P.M.,
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.

Harris interns at Walt Disney World

The Land, which represents
and showcases agriculture in
Future World at Epcot Center, is
an agricultural production, education, and show facility highlighting many important present and
future world food crops.
Guest learn about creative new
approaches to food production,
including aquaculture, specialized
crop agriculture, integrated pest
management, hydroponics,
computer-controlled agriculture,
intercropping, space agriculture,
and biotechnology. The Land

Her internship in horticulture
at The Land began in June and
will continue through December.
After completing the internship,
she plans to finish her degree and
undergraduate thesis project in
1993, then to find a job in the
floriculture industry.
"Working for The Land has
been an unforgetable experience
that has not only allowed mc to
broaden my knowledge of horticulture and get hands-on experi-

SNAF'414

ence, but also to meet many other
people in the agriculture field,"
Harris said.

Gina Harris, daughter of Larry
Harris and Sylvia Hopkins, of
Murray, will soon complete a sixmonth student internship at The
Land in Epcot Center at the Walt
Disney World Resort.
Harris is a senior at the University of Kentucky in Lexington,
with a major in horticulture. She
graduated from Calloway County
High School in 1989.

A

‘qt

offers college internships in horticulture, aquaculture, entomology, plant nutrition, tissue culture,
plant pathology, and agricultural
engineering.

ss

GINA HARRIS

Murray Grain Elevator has new owner
20 elevators and river termiMississippi river about 65 miles of
Quincy Soybean Co., of Arkin northeast Missouri and
nals
south of Memphis, Tenn. Quincy
ansas, has purchased the Murray
Soybean Co. of Arkansas operawest central Illinois. It recently
Grain Elevator, in Murray. It forprocessing plant celebrated its 31st anniversary as
an
soybe
a
tics
y.
merly leased the facilit
and oil refinery in Helena, five
a wholly owned subsidiary of
Gary Williams is the facility
Counps
Philli
in
ors
elevat
grain
Moorman Manufacturing.
manager, Beth Shaeffer is the
Livingston
the
sas,
Arkan
ty,
Jimand
administrative assistant
Moorman's has been a stable
Point Grain River Terminal near
my Hill is the outside supervisor.
in Dudone
,
and
Ky.,
of American agriculture
ter,
part
Ledbet
The elevator will continue to
since its founding in 1885 near
be operated under a Federal
Glastetter, manaGene
Mo.
ley,
Big Spring, Ky. It moved its
Warehouse License. The Murray
Dudley Complex in
the
of
ger
ions to Quincy, Ill. in 1910
operat
Elevator purchases soybeans, Missouri, serves as general manaand today continues to manufaccorn, milo, and wheat from farMurray Elevator and
the
for
ger
ture and sell commercial feed
mers and grain dealers. A comthe Livingston Point facility.
products and livestock equipment
plete schedule of marketing progto farmers throughout the United
rams including forward contracts,
proQuincy Soybean Co. is a
ct
contra
g
pricin
ed
deferr
e,
. The performance of its
storag
cessor of soybeans, refiner of States
feed products has
ium
prem
and basis contracts is offered.
vegetable oils, and merchandiser
reputation as "The
a
it
d
Quincy Soybean Co. of Arkanearne
two
of feed and food grains with
Soyy
Quinc
ts of Animal
of
Exper
iary
subsid
iency
Effic
sas, a
soybean processing plants in
"
lture.
Agricu
bean Co. of Quincy, Ill., is based
Quincy, Ill. It operates a network
in Helena, Arkansas, a city on the

Horticultural
exports are
up for 1992
WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S.
exports of horticultural products
reached a record of $6.8 billion in
fiscal 1992, according to the Foreign Agricultural Service.
"This represents a 78 percent
increase from four years ago, and
an increase of 14 percent from
1991," said a report this month.
"Strong performances worldwide have made horticultural
exports the largest single sector in
agriculture," it said.
Fresh fruit was the largest component, at $1.7 billion. The next
largest was the miscellaneous
category, which includes wine,
hops and nursery products. That
category accounted for $1.4 billion.
Tree nuts contributed $944 million, while processed vegetables
brought $900 million, fresh vegetables $863 million and processed
fruit $620 million. Fruit and vegetable juices accounted for $467
million.
"The continuing trend of
increased exports appears in all of
the most important markets," the
report said. "Canada is the most
important single market, with
exports in fiscal 1992 at $2.2 billion, up 47 percent from 1988, and
up 7 percent from 1991. The recession in Canada and devaluation of
the Canadian dollar prevented the
increase from being even higher."

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1' CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (1800)
LARGE 2 CAR (22,22)
2' , CAR (2404)
LARGE 22 CAR (24x30)

1-800-432-9346

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean, Dependable Cars
•Call Us F or Rates

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

sc.
753-4461

East Main

To report local news- 753-1916

•
Year End
(No Haggle) Offer
/•\
Due to the excellent
response to a private
invitation trial sale in
November, Peppers is
now taking the offer
public. We feel that
you the customer will
appreciate a genuine
"No Haggle" price.
Test Offer Ends Dec.
31st, 1992

Was $

Is $

Farmer's Market
1.4

_ICattle

CATTLE AND CALVES (595)
Compwed to last week, slaughter steer poorly
tested, ilaug,hter cows steady, slaughter bulls
1.00-300 higher, feeder steers and heifers
200.4 00 higher.
Slaughter Cows: Breaking utility and commercial 3-4 38 00-44.00, high cutter and boning
utility 1-3 39.50-46.03, cutter 1-2 32.00-40.00.
Slaughter Bulls: Yield grede 1 1450-2030
lb. indicating 80 carcass boning percent
58.50-60 50, yield grade 1-2 1480-1970Ib. indicating 77-79 portant 51-0057.00.
Feeders, Steers: Medium and large II
200-300 lb. 88.00-104.00; 300-400 lb.
86.00100.00; individual 104.00, 400-500lb.

Call or
Stop in Today
1-800-325-3229

Feeders, heifers: Medium and large II
200-3001b. 74.00-91.00, most 80.00-90.00;
300-400 lb. 80.00-91.00, 400-5031b. 77.00.83.50;
500-6001b. 71.00-77.00; few 78.00-79.00;
630-7001b. 69.00-76.00; 700-91301b. 65.-073.03,
lot of 55 head 7531b. 80.03;

NEIGHBOR
MSU Interior
Design Students

This Tag
Can Save
You Money!

117.00-91.00; 500600 lb. 76.00-83.50; 603-703
lb. 7500-80.00.
Small 81 300-4001b 74.00.87.00; 4005001b.
72.00-83.00; 503-600 lb. 66.00-72.00; 600-6501b.
7000-75.00;
Medium 42 300-500 lb. 75 00-81 00,
500-600Ib. 67.00-70.00;
Urge No. 2 380-500th 6500 500-5801b.
64.00-67.00;

Small 01 300-5001b. 67.00-74.00, 500-6001b.
60.0-67;
Medium No. 2 300-500lb. 71.00-79 00;
500-7001b. 65.00-70.00;

BE A GOOD

•1 2 Decking
•1Nindow
•12 Footings
-Steel Service
Door
-Concrete
Reinforced

•2x6 Trusted
Rafters
'Various Color
Roofs
.4" Curb
.4' Concrete Slao
-0 H Steel Door

Holland Motor Sales

The

Listed below are figural from the Christian
County Livestock Mirka, located in Ilopkinsville, which hare been provided by the FedenlState Mtrket News Service.
Figures listed we dated December 2.
Slaughter Steers: Commercial 5 1550lb 45.00.

Owner DWAIN VIARFIEN
vinyl siding
Le uxe Models
53 125
1'. CAR i12x20)
$2,725
$3 825
2 CAR (IWO)
$3,425
$4,225
LARGE 2 CAR 122x22
$3.725
$4,325
2'. CAR (24)(24)
$3 925
$4.925
LARGE 2 , CAR (24x30)
$4,425

MELBER, KY • (502)674-553r,
With hardboard siding

local (642-3900)

pany."

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck com

PEPPERS

Volunteer.

a,
Gii
a
American Heart dta
Association Nr

CHEVROLET

600 Tyson Ave • Hwy. 79S • Paris, TN
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

!Oldsmobile
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Drapery Cleaning

eoloicims
Mobile Homes, Inc.

extend a special
invitation to tour
a manufactured home
designed and furnished
by MSU students.
December 6 thru 20
Sundays I30-4:30
Daily I:00-5:00
In front of K-Mart,
Murray
Professionally Cleaned
In Your Hons.
Inquire about ow, ether services
Carpet and Upholstery Claening,
Wood Floors • Riau:reborn Services

•

Inspect the wires, plugs. and sockets
of all your electric lights, before you
string them

•

Never allow the lights to touch
flammable materials

•

Keep light strands and extension cordl
out of traffic paths

•

Do not use electric lights on aluminum
trees

tkoitiS
Mobile Homes, Inc.

Asnm.
Servicem
and( snirnen sal

Hwy. 79 East
1-800142-4891
Parts, 1•N

Kt-saki-mai

114

Few things are more festive than the
twinkle of holiday lights These simple
safer
steps can keep your holiday lights

For more info call

Call 759-1717
for a PIM? estimate.

11;

• Don't overload the circuits

Keep your tree accident free

1

7
r.;
:

Tv4

ive Corporation
West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperat
Electricity
The People Who Bring You

i-A

I

: .`

753-5012

-
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SPORTS
PRO FOOTBALL

Rice snares
record catch
in 49er win

•

By DENNIS GEORGATOS
AP Illpeete Weer

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Jerry Rice took a familiar route
into the record books.
He used his trademark quick
slant to break into the clear
over the middle in the middle of
a rain storm. An instant later,
he splashed down in the end
zone with the ball and a bit of
history while helping the San
Francisco 49ers secure a 27-3
victory Sunday over the Miami
Dolphins.
"He's in a class by himself,"
Miami coach Don Shula said
after Rice caught his 101st
career scoring pass to surpass
Seattle great Steve Largent as
the league's all-time leader.
Rice. who tied Urgent with
his 1(Xkh scoring reception last
week, caught a 12-yard pass
from Steve Young for the
record .- setter with 8:56
remaining.
"I've been chasing this for a
long, long time." said Rice.
who his eight touchdown recepuons this season. "It's a lot of
pressure off me now. I can go
out next week and relax.
"I'm not going to say I'm
the greatest receiver to play the
game. I just go out and try to
make plays."

Crum's Cards
beat Spartans
73-69 in Detroit
DETROIT (AP) — EarlyDecember college basketball
games often are like those in
baseball's spring-training — a
little sloppy and nothing like
the contests down the stretch.
That's why both coaches
were so surprised by Saturday's game between 12thranked Louisville and 111thranked Michigan State, woe
by the Cardinals 73-69.
"That was an extremely
well-played basketball game
For this early in the season."
Michigan State coach Jud
Heathcote said. "I think this
shows that we are a pretty
good team and that Louisville
a pretty good team"
In the game's final 35
minutes, neither team led by
MOM than five points, and
there were 15 lead changes.
The reason Louisville won
the game was that it executed
the simplest play in basketball,
and Michigan State didn't The
Cardinals hit 23 of 27 free
throws, including 17 of their
last 18. while the Spartans his
just seven of 20.
Louisville led 34-32 at halftime and extended that to
4)-34 early in the second period. But the Spartans put
together an eight-point run to
take a 42-40 lead with 15:36
to play.
Seven lead changes later,
the Cardinals held a 60-59
lead.

Cowboys, Steelers may be headed to the Super Bowl
By BARRY WILNER
AP Peolbell WOW

Not only are the Dallas Cowboys and Pittsburgh Steekrs in
the NFL playoffs, they're in position for a run at the Super Bowl
without leaving home.
The Cowboys used the strong
passing of Troy Aikman to beat
Denver 31-27 Sunday and clinch
an NFC wild-card berth. They
lead the East by three games with
three weeks to go and their 11-2
record is tied with San Francisco
for the league's best.
"In this setting, we played
well enough to win, and that's all
I can say," a relieved Cowboys
coach Jimmy Johnson said.
Dallas needs one more win or a
loss by Philadelphia to clinch the

division title. It has Washington.
Atlanta and Chicago left, while
the Niners face Minnesota, Tampa and Detroit.
Pittsburgh moved to 10-3, the
best record in the AFC, with a
20-14 win over Seattle. Barry
Foster rushed for 125 yards for
his 10th 100-yard game of the
season. His 4Iyard touchdown
run with 2:22 to play won it.
"Are we the best team in the
conference? We've got the best
record, don't we?" cornerback
Rod Woodson said.
The Steelers earned at least a
wild-card slot and have a
2'A -game lead on Houston in the
AFC Central. They finish with
Chicago. Minnesota and
Cleveland.
Less simple is the AF(' West
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San Diego, which started the season 0-4, surged into a tie for the
lead with Kansas City, one game
in front of Denver and two ahead
of the Los Angeles Raiders.
The Chargers (8-5) won their
Fourth straight by rallying past
Phoenix 27-21. The Raiders
ripped the Chiefs 28-7.
Chicago is at Houston tonight.
On Thursday night, New

Orleans clinched a playoff berth fumble.
by beating Atlanta 22-14.
At Pittsburgh, the Steelers
At Denver, the Broncos lost at overcame five interceptions and a
home for the first time in seven broken leg suffered by quartergames this year as Aikman was back Neil O'Donnell for their
25 for 35 for 281 yards and three ninth consecutive victory at
touchdowns. He led the Cowboys home, 6-0 this season, and fourth
on an 11-play. 77-yard drive to in a row overall.
Emmitt Smith's 3-yard touchO'Donnell fractured his right
down run to win it.
The Broncos have lost three fibula while trying to evade a
straight without John Elway, out third-quarter sack. Bubby Brister
with a shoulder injury. Tommy came on, was intercepted twice
Maddox and Shawn Moore alter- but drove Pittsburgh 80 yards on
nated at quarterback and each 13 plays for Foster's decisive
passed for 104 yards. Maddox
was 10 for 16, Moore 7 for 13 as
Seattle (2-11) did not get a
Denver rolled up 354 yards
against a team that had allowed point off any of the interceptions.
three by Eugene Robinson.
just 239 a game coming in.
Maddox threw three TD passes, four interceptions and lost a • TURN TO PAGE 11

Cards, Ozzie strike deal
Broncs
Allen-less Racers fall to
SEATTLE (AP) — Boise
State used a 20-4 run midway
through the second half to break
open a close game en route to a
94-82 victory Saturday night
over Murray State in the consolation game of the US West
Cellular Air Time Tournament.
The Broncos (2-1) used a
balanced scoring attack to
upend the Racers (1-3), fivetime defending champions of
the Ohio Valk. Conference.

Five Broncos scored in double
took a 50-49 lead with 15:40
figures, led Darnell Woods' 18
left.
Beard put the Broncos back
points. Tanoka Beard added 16,
on top 51-50, starting a 20-4
John Coker 13, Lance Vaughn
11 and Mike Tolman 10.
run. Tolman's free throw made
Jerry Wilson's 15 points led
it 69-54 with 8:14 remaining,
the Racers. Maurice Cannon
and the Racers got no closer
added 14, while Cedric Gumm
than seven points.
and Marcus Brown each scored
The inside scoring of Coker,
12.
a 7-footer, and 6-10 Beard
Behind the inside play of
helped give the Broncos a
Wilson. the Racers overcame a
3-point halftime deficit and • TURN TO PAGE 11

Lady Tigers continue winning streak
By STAFF REPORT
lawny ledger S Mass
Head Coach Jimmy Harrell
knew his Lady Tigers would have
to go in a play tough against
Hickman Saturday and that is just
what they did. Murray downed
Hickman 70-57.
Hickman returns four of their
five starting players but the Lady
Tigers weren't phased Freshman
Stacie Thomas again led the team
in scoring with 22.
"All the girls played well."
Harrell said. "We had four in
double digits."
Renee Hombuckk and Bonnie
Payne dumped in 16 a piece

LADY TIGERS 70, Hickman 57
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Veronica Lamb contributed 10.
Harrell said a big factor in getting the win was free throws late
in the game. The Lady Tigers
shot 80 percent from the line.
Strong rebounding continues to
support Murray. The team
grabbed 24 on the night.
"We're doing well on the
boards," Harrell said. "We looked

much better than we had in previous nights."
Hickman took an early lead
Saturday and ended the first quarter 17-16, but the Lady Tigers
came out in the second and outscored their opponent by 10
points. They never gave up that
lead.
The Lady Tigers face Lone
Oak at home tonight. Harrell said
it will he a tough game. Size
could be a factor in the game.
Lone Oak does have the heigth
advantage but Harrell said he will
be looking to out-hustle the big
girls.
In varsity boys action, the
Tigers fell to Hickman 79-53.

Rhodes doesn't play like a freshman
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Opens Wrier

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Don't
tell Kentucky's Rodrick Rhodes
that he's only a freshman.
The 6-foot-6 forward from
Jersey City, N.J., scored 27
points, bitting 10 of 14 shots, in
helping the No. 5 Wildcats to a
96-87 victory Saturday night over
No. 13 Georgia Tech.
"I really can't look at myself
as a freshman," said Rhodes,
who made four of six 3-point
shots. "I just have to think of us
as 13 players out there doing a
job. I just knew that when I got
the ball that I was going to look

for my shot or something for my
teammates."
Rhodes scored 16 points in his
debut in last Wednesday's 81-65
win over Wright State.
Rhodes hit a 3-pointer from the
corner to cap a 14-5 run that gave
Kentucky a 23-13 lead with 13
minutes remaining in the first
half.
Mashburn, who got into carl
foul trouble, also had 27 points,
while Jeff Brassow came off the
bench to add 14 and Rodney Dent
had 10.
Best topped Georgia Tech with
27 points and James Forrest contributed 24.
Kentucky (2-0) opened an

86-74 lead on Mashburn's
3-point play with 5:02 left in the
game, but Georgia Tech (1-1)
sliced four points off the margin
in the next 56 seconds on one
free throw by Bryan Hill and
three by Best.
Mashburn came back with a
finger roll layup, and followed
with an assist to Dent under the
basket for a dunk for a 90-78
advantage with 3:34 to go.
Dent raced down the court and
rejected FOCTCSCS short jumper,
then raced back to take another
pass from Mashburn for a dunk
to give Kentucky a 92-78 lead
with 2:49 left.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Miami, Alabama square off in Sugar Bowl
By RICK WARNER
AP Peothell

:
4

•

ATLANTA — The new bowl
coalition got something it wanted
Sunday — a national championship game between the No. 1 and
No. 2 teams in the country — and
something it didn't want:
controversy.
The coalition met a major goal
by matching top-ranked Miami

(11-0) and No. 2 Alabama (12-0)
in the Sugar Bowl. But the Cotton Bowl's SCIECI.100 of No. 5
Notre Dame as an opponent for
No. 4 Texas A&M upset the
Aggies, No. 3 Florida State and
other coalition members.
The Seminoles (10-1) and
Aggies (12-0) thought they were
going to play each other in the
Cotton Bowl, but Cotton officials
nixed the plan by taking Notre

Dame (9-I-1). Florida State will
now play No. 11 Nebraska (9-2)
in the Orange Bowl.
The Cotton Bowl passed up a
game between the No. I and No
4 teams because it didn't want a
rematch of last year's Florida
State-Texas A&M game in Dallas
and because it preferred the glamour and television power of
Notre Dame.
"If we could not get 1 vs. 2,

then 3 vs. 4 was not that important to us," Cotton Bowl president Bob Smith said at a news
conference where the pairings
were announced.
However, it was important to
Tens A&M and Florida State.
While officials from both schools
publicly expressed support for the
coalition and said they were hapII TURN TO PAGE 11

HOLIDAY SAVINGS
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FREE DRINK w/Purchase of Meal

*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance

(Includes Soft Drinks. Tea & Regular Coffee)
Not Valid With Any Other Prartiatbrial Offer.

Nature's Bounty
Yogurt St Sandwiches
,;* 753-0675
13041 Chestnut (Next to Papa John 14
Mon.-Bat. 11 a.nt.-O p.m. ',`

400

industrial
753-1111 Rd.

Deal with Bonds
comes under fire
before the purchase from Bob
Lurie was voted on. Although
AP Spoils Writes
Magowan negotiated the deal,
Lurie still legally owns the team.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Now
"Anything that escalates the
that the San Francisco Giants are
structure disturbs me," said
price
big
the
Bonds
Barry
about to give
White Sox owner Jerry
Chicago
bucks, isn't Will Clark next in
without directly critiReinsdorf,
line for a new contract?
Giants.
the
cizing
and
leader
the
Giants'
Clark,
One owner and several offibest player during the past few
years, has one season remaining cials said the signings of Greg
on a S15-million, four-year deal. Swindell and Doug Drabek by
Houston and the Bonds' dea
He's eligible for free agency after
make it hard for baseball owner!
next season unless he signs an
to argue they have economic
extension.
problems. The Astros were sold
"I'm sure at some appropriate
during the season.
time the discussion will occur,"
The New York Yankees
Clark's agent, Jeff Moorad, said
offered Bonds $36 million for
Sunday in San Francisco. "We
five years, but refused to go for a
don't have a preference at this
sixth season.
point. We're open to the idea of
"I think we did the right
an extension. At the same time,
thing," Yankees general manager
we're not opposed to the idea of
Gene Michael said. "Baseball
playing the season without one."
has been guilty of giving away
Baseball was buzzing about
Bonds' record $43.75 million, the store for how long now? You
have to draw the line somewhere
six-year deal, and then was wonbecause these guys won't stop
dering about whether it would
asking. You have to say no once
fall through.
in a while whenever you're at a
Clark, who will make $4.25
point where you find you
million in 1993, was pleased with
the signing and looked ahead, shouldn't go any further."
Florida Marlins president Carl
according to Moored.
Barger couldn't re-sign Bonds
"What it means for Will is
when Barger was president of the
he'll see some 3-1 fastballs
Pittsburgh Pirates, and has been a
again," Moored said.
critic of baseball's economic
While Clark was happy, some
owners were livid with Bonds' structure.
"Every year it goes up another
contract. They were especially
year," Barger said. "First it was
angry that the Giants' incoming
three, then four, then five, now
ownership led by Pete Magowan
six. ••
signed a record-breaking deal
By RONALD BLUM

Let the SHIPPING HEADQUARTERS Package and Ship Your Valuables to the Ones You
Love this Holiday Season!

Owners Gerrald Boyd and %now Melvin

WAREHOUSE
TIRE

ST. LOUIS (AP) — In the end, Ozzie Smith isn't going
anywhere.
The 13-time Gold Glove winner and the St. Louis Cardinals
agreed Sunday night on a S3 million, one-year deal that can keep
the shortstop in St. Louis for the rest of his career.
The deal extends for $3 million a year as long as Smith gets 400
plate appearances a season and is cleared by a doctor to play.
"All along I've stressed how important it VAS to spend the rest
of my career in St. Louis," Smith said. "Why, at this stage of my
career, would I want to go anywhere else?"
Smith also gets a $1.2 million, six-year personal services contract that will take effect upon his retirement. But for now, he was
looking ahead to 1993.
"I'm looking forward to it. I really am," he said.
Smith had been negotiating with the Houston Astros, but they
withdrew a $6 million, two-year offer after signing pitchers Doug
Drabek and Greg Swindell.
"From Day One, we wanted Ozzie to come back and be part of
our ballclub," Cardinals general manager Dal Maxvill said. "We
think we have a good chance of winning (the NL East) in 1993.
We're looking forward to him helping us over the hump, so we're
happy he's agreed to terms."
Smith, who has been with the Cardinals since 1982, had been
seeking a guaranteed two-year deal. Public sentiment seemed to
shift to the tearn after Nov. 22, when the Cardinals released details
of their offer.
The Cardinals had faced a deadline of midnight Monday night to
decide whether to offer Smith salary arbitration. If that deadline
had passed, St. Louis could not have signed Smith until May 1.
Last season, Smith hit .295 — the second-highest average of his
career — and led the team with 43 steals.
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Actions& Reactions
LADY RACER BASKETBALL
LEXINGTON — Murray State's Lady Racer basketball team fell 87-56 to
George Washington in the consolation game of the Lady Kat Invitational
For the second -straight game, Jennifer Parker led the Lady Racers After
scoring 26 against host Kentucky on Friday night, Parker poured in 18
against 11th-ranked George Washington on Saturday. Parker was named
to the five-member all-tournament team.
Murray State (0-2) trailed 42-35 at halftime, but saw George Washington out-score them 45-21 in the second half Murray State shot 26-percent
from the field. Mechelle Shelton and Rochelle Cadwell each scored 10 for
Murray State.

RACER VOLLEYBALL
KANSAS CITY, Mo — Murray State closed out a successful 1992 season in disappointing fashion Saturday, dropping two matches in the
National Invitation Volleyball Tournament.
After losing matches to Southwest Missouri State and George Washington on Friday, the Lady Racers finished 0-4 for the tournament with
straight-set losses to Loyola Marymount and Northern Illinois on Saturday.

LADY LAKER FRESHMEN
Calloway County lost both games in the Marshall County girls' freshmen
basketball tournament this weekend On Friday, the Lady Lakers fell 47-18
to Marshall with Juli Von and Stephanie Holland leading the way with six
points apiece Cassie Maness scored 4 and Kylie Johnson scored 2 and
pulled down 11 rebounds On Saturday, the Lady Lakers fell 24-21 to
Reidland. Yoo scored 8, Holland 6 and Maness 4. Regina Tabors added 3
and Stephanie Bessont and Linda Skaggs turned in fine defensive
performances.

•Allen-less Racers...
FROM PAGE 10
34-31 halftime lead. Coker had
nine first-half points, while
Beard added eight points and
eight rebounds.
Boise State led for most of a
turnover-plagued first half.
Murray State committed 16
first-half turnovers, one more
than the Broncos.
Cannon's nine points paced
the Racers in the first half.

MURRAY ST. 112 (1-2)
Aiteoo 6-7 3-7 15. Cannon 4-10 4-4 14 Teague
34 2.3 $. Gummi 3-9 4-4 12. swirl 2-4 12S, Bowel
5-7 24 12. Brown 3-111 2-4 10, James 3-5 0-26 Pa*
0-0 0-0 0 Seale 0-0 0-0 0. Welber 0-0 0-0 0 Totals
29-56 1330
BOISE ST. 114 (IA)
*name 2-4 2-2 6, Beard 6-12 4-4 16. Coker 6-9
1-1 13. Weeds 4-6 10-10 II. Valeria 3-6 2-2 11. Tolman 3-3 3-4 10, Ateelbeld 2-3 3-4•Moots 2-4 1-2 S.
Haibunoo 0-0 5-4 5 Belson, 1-1 0-02 Totals 20-50
31 35
1-Neerne—factee Si 34, lAuoirf it 31 3-polrot
gottia—kliftey St 6-14 (Canon 2-5, Cluoiam 2-4, Bill-I. Brovet 2-41 Bosse Si 5-9 iWocaSs 0-1.
0
Vaughn 3-5. Torun 1-1. A:debate 1-1, lawns 0-1)
ranee out—Elaiim Reecutatle—lAmay Sr 26 Mason 61 Bose Si 26 !Board 12) Aealets---Murtay SI
11 (Gomm 4). Bores Si 13 (Beale 4) Total twat,—
Woe/ St 27 Boise St 26 Teetraeai foule—Aterry
Si bench. Vaughn

Eastern rolls to victory;
Tennessee Tech tops WKU
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free throws with 1:45 remaining.
(Next to Century 21)
But Harrison sank a jumper to
State Farm Insurenc,e companies
make it 72-71, and the Hawks
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois
Eastern Kentucky claimed a
relinquished the lead.
never
Thoover
Saturday
79-51 victory
a good neighbor, State Farm is There
Like
Morehead State led by as many
mas More College, a Division 111
as 16 in the first half and held a
school.
40-28
advantage at the break. The
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extended that lead to
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LA Rams
the Cardinals defeated Michigan
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State 73-69, and Kentucky
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IA Ratters
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New Orleans 22 Atlanta 14
downed Georgia Tech 96-87 in
Darnell Mee, who hit eight
Rupp Arena. In other games,
3-pointers to break a Western
Morehead State lost to MarylandKentucky single-game record set
Eastern Shore 75-72, Tennessee
by Roland Shelton, scored 41
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
Tech defeated Western Kentucky
points, and Mark Bell and Damn
99-92 and Boise State beat MurHorn each finished with 11.
ray state 94-82.
In the consolation game of the
Cardinal Varsity Club Classic at
Ball State, Dale Harrison scored
19 points, including the go-ahead
basket with 1:31 remaining as
Maryland-Eastern Shore rallied
past Morehead State.
"Your Complete Go(f Store"
The Eagles (0-3) were in control for most of the game and
753-2282
102 N. 15th, Murray
Eastern Shore (1-2) didn't get its
first lead until Marlin Kimbrew
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•Cowboys, Steelers...
FROM PAGE 10

Chargers 27, Cardinals 21

Jets 24, Bills 17

No team has lost its first four
games and then made the playoffs. The Chargers are in range of
doing it.
Cornerback Gill Byrd made
two crucial plays in the fourth
quarter with a fumble recovery
that set up a 63-yard drive for the
winning touchdown, and a forced
fumble that snuffed out the Cardinals' last serious threat.
San Diego trailed 21-10 at
halftime. But Eric Bieniemy
scored on a 5-yard run in thc
third quarter. Stan Humphries
then hooked up with Nate Lewis
to the Phoenix 1 and Ronnie Harmon scored the winning points on
the next play.

With defensive end Dennis
Byrd, who was partially paralyzed in last week's game, in a
hospital room watching on television, the Jets (4-9) played an
inspired second half.
Ignoring the blustery winds
and a 10-game losing streak to
the Bills (9-4), the Jets rallied
from a 10-3 deficit with big
plays.
Safety Brian Washington's
23-yard interception return for a
touchdown with 1:41 remaining
won it. Then Bill Pickel forced a
fumble by Jim Kelly and recovered it and, finally, Washington
picked off Kelly's desperation
pass.
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Brad Baxter had TD runs of 9
°(1s
5
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9
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149
and 1 yards and rushed for 98
occ
*
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Tots.
yards.
After the victory, Byrd spoke
211
by telephone with his teammates.
Over 250 to choose from
Eagles 28, Vikings 17
FREE Towel With Bag Purchase
At Philadelphia, Runnin' Randall was back.
- Gift Certificates Available Randall Cunningham, the
NFL's all-time scrambling leader,
had been conservative all season.
All-American 9.5 & 10.5 Drivers $3995 • Sale Ends Dec. 25th
But he chucked that tact and ran
16 times for 121 yards and two
touchdowns, his best rushing
••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
game since Nov. 4, 1990. Cun- •••••
ningham also completed 16 of 23
passes for 164 yards.
The loss prevented the Vikings
(9-4) from clinching the NFC
Central title and a playoff spot.
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CELLUbratte!

•Miami, Alabama square off..
FROM PAGE 10
py with their bowl opponents,
they privately criticized the Cotton Bowl's decision.
If A&M had beaten Florida
State in the Cotton and Miami
had tied Alabama in the Sugar,
the Aggies could have made a
strong case for the national
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championship. A&M coach R.C.
Slocum feels the Aggics still
have a shot at the title if they
beat Notre Dame, hut he realizes
that their chances would have
been better with a victory over
Florida State.
"We wanted to play the
highest-ranked team, so from that
standpoint, we're disappointed,"
Slocum said. "But we hope voters keep an open mind until all
the games are played on Jan. 1."
Florida State also is unhappy
with the Cotton Bowl, but for a
different reason. School officials
said the Cotton Bowl told them
early in the week to expect an
invitation, then changed as mind
and took Notre Dame.
"We're happy to go to the

A695
NI;v6.,_
D
8 b-0/is -4-s

Orange Bowl, but vibes I be improved. But no one sugreceived from the Cotton Bowl gested that the coalition is in danwere, 'Make yourself avail- ger of falling apart.
The happiest coalition member
able,"' Florida State athletic
was the Sugar Bowl, which will
director Bob Goin said.
The Cotton Bowl controversy feature two of the most successraised questions about the future ful programs in college football.
Miami will be seeking its secof the coalition, which was
formed a year ago to improve the ond straight national title and
bowl selection system and get the fifth in 10 years. Alabama has
best possible matchups.
won five Associated Press nationchampionships and is the last
al
coalition
other
and
Hatchell
members said they plan to review school to win back-to-hack titles
their agreement and see if it can (1978-79).

Ring in the
Holidays with a
CellularONE phone.
ellularONE could quite
possibly be the perfect
CChristmas gift.

CONGRATULATIONS

hether it's for giftgiving, for business,
for personal use, or
the security of 911 service on the
road— let CellularONE keep you in

w

Joan Vaughan, Mary Jane Roberson
& Earleene Woods

touch.
your CellularONE agent or
call 1 -800-999-CELL today for
an
isit appointment with your local
sales representative. Ask about our
gift certificates and convenient lay

V

EARN
6.25%

away plan.

'IAX-DEFERRED ANNUI11
RA I E GUARAN IEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
ClIARCES APPLY.

1-800-999-CELL
Mary Jane Roberson, center, is the 1992 Realtor of the Year for the Murray'
Calloway County Board of Realtors. Joan Vaughan, left, is the newly elected
1993 president of the Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors. Earleene
Woods,right, 1991 Realtor ofthe Year,Is retiring multiple listing chairman for
the board. These agents were recognized at the annual Board of Realtors
banquet. They are all agents at Kopperud Realty.
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Obituaries

Calloway County speech team
takes state lead after contest

•
A.
r.1*

James Coy

morous interpretation; Jaime Nig
in oratory and Josh Roberts in
foreign extemporaneous speaking.
Other team members who helped
James Coy (LC.) Page, 75, Rt.
with the win were Mall Perry,
Mayfield. died Saturday at 10
1,
Ashley Cleaver, Jared Lassiter,
at his home.
a.m.
Brown,
Caleb
r,
Misty Ernstberge
A retired employee of Merit
Erica • Hulse, Melanie Slemmer,
he
Andy Rose, Tina Murphy, MacRae Clothing Company, Mayfield.
of
deacon
and
member
a
was
Audrey
England,
Wesley
Coleman,
Army
an
Church.
Baptist
Bedwell, Lisa Moore, Christi Sharon
a
Roberts. Mike Arneu,Rebecca Tid- veteran of World War II, and
well, Julie Shull, Ginger Hacks, member of Disabled American
Cckna Cooper, Sarah Walker and Veterans.
Born March 12, 1917. in
Alexia Schempp.
After a holiday break the team Graves County, he was the son of
will compete on January 9 at the the late Frank Page and Eula
Murray Invitational speech tourna- Chapman Page. Five sisters and
one brother also preceded him in
ment.
death.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mary Page; one daughter,
Mrs. Zane Stinnett, Paducah;
sons, Jim Page, Farina 111.,
three
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great
Brenda Brandon Estes, former co-owner of
funeral will be Tuesday at
The
Muehleman & Estes Psych Services
11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Announces the Opening of:
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The
Rev. Willard Davis, the Rev.
Wallace Vaughan, the Rev. Clots
Bruce and the Rev. Jack Studie
will officiate.
Suite 101 B Walnut Plaza, 104 N. 5th St.
Pallbearers will be Dale Page.
Phone: 753-7004
Eddie Page Jr.. Craig Page, John
services .rhziQop 'irichvgauai S L.;•o.p Psychotherapy *Psychollopacai
Page, John Vaultonburg. Robert
S Psychoei,,c.abortai E.a4G.teons *C,,srdy EratuaDons 'Treatment Programs
Beilkey, David Harrison, Chris
Sex Att.se Issotts
•or
Paraalty c,.,nctec by tinted K
Owen and Darrell Hall.
Burial will follow in Sharon
Church Cemetery.
Baptist
FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE
Friends may call af the funeral
Lowest Legal Cigarette Carton Prices
home after 4 p.m. today
*4-5.o•G Query StrIWN
S4AGi
(Monday).
Sto.c..• Rya 14 vote POW'
,
OPEN 24 HOURS 3604 Greg'

The Calloway County High
School speech team took the lead in
Kentucky by placing 8th at the
Princeton Viking Speech Tournament on December 4 and 5 in
Cincinnati, Ohio. A total of 96
schools from 15 states competed.
The Ulcer members advancing to
the final round were Richard Wilson
sixth in dramatic interpretation; MIzhael Haney second in domestic
extemporaneous speaking; Bill
Shaffer fourth in domestic extemporaneous speaking and Paige Patterson sixth in prose/poetry.
Those advancing to semi-finals
were Sarah Stalions in oratorical
interpretation; Molly Willis in hu-

(J.C.) Page

HOG MARKET

Estes 9 Becker
Psychological Services

Cigarette Specials, Coupons. 8 Gtts
THE PRICE OF ONE ye,.
FOR
TWO
Snacks • Cold Drinks • Groceries
We have the Improved 76 Super Unleaded 92 Octane
Food Stamps Ave.come • A11 Atator Credit Cards Accepted • KY Lottc

STOP INS SEE US!
I11Sycwvi.

USA 0

Muffin

mart

S.:2.7517113

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
Maiii116

1992 Pontiac
Grand AM
106111

Cruise. Powe,
Auto.
25,xxx Mies.

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

pad,

753-2617

5-month-old
baby suffocates
in dry-cleaning bag
A
LOUISVILLE, Ky AP)
5-month-old baby died after her
sitter found her twisted in a plastic dry-cleaning bag left on the
bed where the child was lying.
aithonties said.
Brianna Alexis Peavler,
daughter of Darcie A. Peavler of
New Albany, Ind., and Gerald
Holland of Jeffersonville, Ind.,
was taken to Kosair Children's
Hospital, where she died of
asphyxiation about 9:30 p.m.
EST Friday, said Deputy Coroner
Carl Adams of Jefferson County.
Adams said the baby sitter had
left the child unattended on the
bed.
"It was an accident," he said,
"but New Albany authonties are
looking at the negligence."

GRAB ON TO THIS NEW
ADVANCED CD AND WATCH
THE RATES GO UP
nited Commonwealth's
Ads ancing Rate CD
6.25%
5.25%

When you invest in
4.50%
United Commonwealths
4.00%
Advancing Rate CD there's
only one thing your interest
rate can do Go up.
You see we start with a
SrLsind
First
bAtoriths
beginning rate of 4.0% and
every 6 months the rate goes up-during tfie
24 month term until it reaches 6.25%. And
that's not all. You can withdraw an or all of
your investment at any 6 month interval.

Also surviving are 31 grandchildren, 82 great-grandchildren
and 14 great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Charles Wayne Jackson is officiating.
Burial will follow in Mayfield
Memory Gardens.

Mrs. Lucille Charlton
Mrs. Lucille Charlton, 73.
Wingo, died Saturday at 5 a.m. at
Long Term Care Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Wingo
United Methodist Church. Her
parents were the late Joe Owen
and Bessie Walker Owen.
Survivors include her husband,
Leon Charleton; two daughters,
Mrs. Anita Sue Roberts, Wingo,
and Mrs. Marilyn Hornback,
Murray; one son, Donnie Charl-

ton, Wingo: six grandchildren;
one great-grandchild.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Brown Funeral
Home, Wingo. The Rev. Paul
Peck and the Rev. John Snow are
officiating.
Pallbearers are James Choate,
Kent Mays, David Saxon, Raymond Bennett, Thomas Pcrvitt
and Junior Doss Cunningham.
Burial will follow in Wingo
Cemetery.

Mrs. Mary E. Morris
Mrs. Mary E. Morris, 93, Murray, died Sunday at 9:25 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Her husband, A.W. Morris,
died Jan. 15, 1990.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Martha E. Clark, Madison Heights, Mich.; two sistersin-law, Mrs. Theldra Morris
Stamps. Dunedin, Fla., and Mrs.
Eva M. Morris, Murray; one
brother-in-law, Ralph C. Morris

and wife, Mary. Rt. 3, Murray;
four grandchildren; 10 greatgrandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. Tuesday.

Basil Lee (Red) Jones
Basil Lee (Red) Jones, 67, Rt.
I, Almo, died today at 7:30 a.m.
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A retired employee of Murray
Division of Tappan Company, he
was a member of Dexter Baptist
Church.
Born Feb. 18, 1925, in Marshall County, he was the son of
the late Harvy Jones and Attie
Henson Jones. One grandson,
Bobby Kline, also preceded him
in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Rhonda Lee Jones, Rt. 3,
Murray; three sons, Gary Edward
Jones and John Glen Jones and
wife. Erayna. Rt. 3, Murray, and

Roger Dale Jones, Marshall, Mo.;
one sister, Mrs. Wanda Keeling
and husband, Johnny, Benton;
three brothers, Arlet Jones and
wife, Margaret, Rt. 7, Benton,
L.A. Jones and wife, Anna Lee,
Murray, and Thomas 10nes and
wife, Jean, Sharpesville, Ind.; six
two
grandchildren;
stepgrandchildren.
Services will be Thursday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home. The Rev. Randolph
Allen will officiate.
Burial will folliw in Stewart
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. Tuesday.

Robert A. Futrell
p.m. at West View Nursing
Home.
Born Aug. 24, 1916, in Model,
Tenn., he was the son of the late
Robert Lee (Bobby) Futrell and
Effie Mae Scott Futrell. One
granddaughter, Renee Butler, and
two sisters, Mrs. Conley Wallace
and Mrs. Geneva Willoughby,
Pallbearers were Dallas Wil- preceded him in death.
loughby, Steve Chadwick, Bill
Survivors include his wife,
Burkcen, Bobby Wallace, Chuck Mrs. Irene McDaniel Futrell; one
Paschall and Danny Paschall. daughter, Mrs. Edna Ruth Butler
Burial was in . Murray City and husband, Jerry Don, Rt, 2,
Cemetery.
Murray; one sister, Ms. Ruth FutBenton; four nieces; three
rell,
of
Pine
501
76,
Mr. Futrell,
St., Murray, died Friday at 10:58 nephews.

The funeral for Robert A. Futrell was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Jerry Bradford and the Rev. Terry Sills officiated. Music was by Choir of
Spring Creek Baptist Church with
Billy Pyle as director.

to get it started.
Why keep your
money locked up
at a low rate of
return? Stop by United
Fourth
Thud
6-Months &Months
Commonwealth Bank
totb-yand OpenIn Advancing Rate CD. See
how advanced banking can be at Murray's
most progressive financial institution.

A

Federal Savings Sank

ommormcalth Rank. Together it possible.
;Anson Boulevard. Murras. KY 42071 • 502-754 Q44

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York
When you pre-arrange your funeral, all the details are
up to you.
Well explain your choices to you, and give you the costs. You
make the decisions, so your family won't have to later during a
naturally stressful time.
Then, to make sure they don't inherit a bill, you can pre-pay
your arrangements through the Family Considerations program.
Call or come by today. Well be happy to help you plan the
arrangements you choose.

ockl-Co
leman
BlalFunera
Home, Inc.
Professional. Personal Dedscaied Service
713 South Fourth St.

Modern Fealties

75343800

.40-04.14 611 prgubs I.* tarn *Aar".11
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Robert D. Akers, 77, Rt. 1,
Hardin. died Friday at 3 p.m. at
his home.
A retired employee of General
Electric, he was a member of Si.
Henry Catholic Church, Aurora.
Preceding him in death were
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
Akers; one sister, Mrs. Stella
Brown; and two brothers, Gordon
Akers and Leslie Akers.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Barbara M. Akers; two
daughters, Mrs. Sharon Schutt,
Virginia, and Mrs. Gloria Shores,
Maryland; one son, Robert G.
Akers, Murray; one stepson, William Ludwig, Rt. I, Hardin; two
sisters, Mrs. Mac Britt and Mrs.
Zelma Drake, Indiana; six
grandchildren.
The funeral mass will be today
at 3 p.m. at St. Henry Catholid
Church, Aurora. The Rev. Msgr.
George Hancock will officiate.
Burial will follow in St. Henry
Cemetery with arrangements by
Collier Funeral Home of Benton.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy be in the
form of donations to Lourdes
Hospice.

iitteSIMentS Sint I

And it takes only $500

COMMONWEALTH BANK

I is

Mrs. Essie Moore, 87, west
James Street, Mayfield, died
Saturday at 3:30 p.m. at her
home.
She was preceded in death by
her husband, Clifford (Red)
Moore; her parents, Luther Thomas Jackson and Lela Johnson
Jackson; three sisters, four
brothers, four erandchildren and
three great-grandchildren.
Survivors incldue four daughters. Mrs. Evelyn Duffey, Columbus, Ohio, Mrs. Violet Geraldine
McCarley, Murray, and Mrs.
Aol:a Ruby Harpole and Mrs.
Norma Sue Bradley, Mayfield;
two sons. Joe Moore, MaN field,

Robert D. Akers

and Lewis Moore. Beulahy; four
sisters. Mrs. Mary Murphy and
Mrs. Margaret Paulen, Fort Wayne, Ind., Mrs. Daisy Long. Florida. and Mrs. Jessie Westbrook,
Hazel Park, Mich.; one borther,
Coley T. Jackson, Graves
County.

'Did you know you can choose the exact
funeral arrangements you want?"

UNITED
I nurd

Mrs. Essie Moore
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as ol 9 AM
Chg

'Price

Company

Dow Joan lad. A vg.---....+6.76
DJIA Previous Close..-.-3283.68
48 unc
Alr Products
471/4 unc
A T&
4. 1/4
Bell South
BrIgp & Stratton....—. 503/4 • 1/4
Dean Foods.....--.-...--295/s 'Is

use
Fisher Price,...---------.21'/4 mac
4
3
-/
Ford
General Electrk.....—...823/. • 1/4
General Motors ......__..341/s + 1/4
• Ns

4, Goodyear

•

Ingersoll Rand ____..311/s + 11.

K-Mart_-.........---......26,/3 + i/4
K U Energy...._---.......27 unc
Kroger
uric
LG&
4
3
+/
McDomilds
« Is
J.C.
33A
Peoples
4 • Vs
3
Quaker Oats..._—_._69/
Schering-Plough____66,/s + 1/4
Sears
+
4 • lis
/
Time Waraer..----...273
• 'Is
• 1/4

34111M3 Lyons•a rnaskel molter In Ns mock.

Court Squire
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Addioonel
Information
Available
Upon R•qtent.

Atite
HILLIARD
LYONS

4.14 MIK 1.1 tpra, Vs • Vete 11111

Inc

Walter's ord
Pharmacy
Will Ship
Your
Packages
.2

via

UPS
Cemyymterised Sitipitim Santee

Walter's ,
Pharmacy
519 S. 12th

753-7688
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Classified
DEADLINES

FARMERS MARKE I
190 ................... Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
370
Poultry & Supplies
390
. Produce
400
Feed & Seed
550

EMPLoY MEN r

811SUELIANEOUS
410

Public Sale

540

For Trade
Free Column

070 .

Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare

090
100

Situation Wanted
B usi ness Opportunity

560

110

instruction

570

I love you.
Anne

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 753-2255
ANNUAL Christmas Sale at
Paris Landing Country
Store 20% off all sales over
$1000 entire month of December Open 8am until
dark every day Hwy 121,
lust before Hwy 79 Look for
helicopter

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age kmit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy. For free information call

Notice

Notice

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza
fresh salads sandwiches,
gyros Open all yew at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues
1 80349354

PLAN your Christmas party
at Pizza Magic Aurora Call
or
4 74 8 1 1 9
1 800 649 3804 for available dates and details

6th & Maple

NOW OPEN
II a.m. -2 p.m.
TRANSFER home movies
to video tape Only 70 per
foot Makes a great gift Call
Donna Darnell at Video
Production Specialties
759-9246

-

II

III? \\ II

I'Vard

-"es rx.ai darn servios'

753-1713

LOST ring in or new Shoney's Restaurant, Sunday
Nov. 29111 Call 753 5314
Reward

KY 94 west to ..ionnny Robertson Road
114 mei
to
south Sq. Hee Road, not on So Hai* Road
AT.0t4
,/
ORGAN
IT
PROF
PIONIC
OPE 14 1j, 114I i'Lfil
753-0466 P.0 Box 1033 Murray

America's Second Car

c!illgl9Pucitltng
EOMEEMI
CaG
Locations Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO

SALES
Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Accepting applications for responsible
person to answer phones and deliver
papers Mon.-Fri. 4:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sat. 3:30-4:30; must have dependable
vehicle.
Apply ai:

Murray Ledger & Times
low Whitnell Ave.
Murray, Ky. 42071

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Fed. Savings Building
Murray, Ky.
Main,
at
7th

Hopkinsville

753-4199

285 Motels Horns Lota For Rent

365

For Sale Or Lease

300

Business Rentals

420

Home Loans

110

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

320

Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

HOWN•11 For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

460

.Homes For Sale

For Rent or Lease

360

Harp
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Domestic
Chlidcws

ACCOUNTANT

CLEANING Service Will
do weekly and holiday
cleaning Have references
Cat 492 8238 436 5330

ACCOUNTS Manager
Trainee, self starterprofessional Sales and delivery included Apply in
person, Colortyme, 408 N
12th, Murray
AN Ohio Oil Co offers high
income, plus cash bonuses, benefits to mature
person in Murray area Regardless of experience,
write ML Read. Alubco,
Box 426, Dayton, Ohio
45401
I3ABYSITTER needed to
care for three year old boy
in home and perform light
housecleaning References required For additional information call
436-2848

$17,000 GETS YOU
TURN-KEY Automotive
distributor route Billing ac
counts $60,000 Established 6 years Illness for
ces sale Truck and inven
Call
tory included
417 532-5133

WANTED barmaids, waitresses, dancers $500 plus BREAKTIME Billiards loweekly Doll House Cafe, cated in Dixieland ShopParis, TN 642-4297, ping Center Murray KY
Serious inquiries only
6pm 2am
759-9303.business hours
WENDY s is now hiring for open 1pm daily or
all shifts Day and night 442 2900 LuAnn Edwards
Apply at Wendy s Murray, owner
daily between 2pm-4pm
BUSINESS Loans, all
Ask for a manager
types. Call Mon.-Fri..
WE'VE got a 'state of the 8 00am- 3'30pm.
art product that s in great 502-545-3616
demand To earn higher
than normal income pin
120
our sales staff Call
753-9999 for appointment
Computers

DO you need a JOB or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
tufure/ We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years if you are not in
school Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8 00am-3 COpm We are an
EOE This protect is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry CouncilJTPA

Domestic
& Chlidcare

COMPUTERS Sales &
Service free set up 8 training, home/office Hawkins
Research, 753-7001

ABSOLUTELY Cleana Experienced, dependable
cleaning service Home or
office References Call
Kimberly White. 436 2569

IBM PC Junior, dual drive,
640K, 2-color monitors.(40
80) Epson printer $695
753-1319

070

INSIeMNIV

We Have An Immediate
Opening For City

EMPLOYMENT opportunities we now available for
individuals with disabilities
or special eduabon high
school graduates through
the JTPA program Anyone
who is interested in the
program may call 759 1965
for an appointment
ENERGETIC caring LPN
needed for 2pm-10pm shift
at Britthaven of Benton
Apply between aam 4pm,
Mon Fri
EXPERIENCED person to
call on telephone marking
appointments for sales
people Hours 5pm 9pm
weekdays Starting wages
$5 CO per hour Prefer person ):)yrs of age or older
CaM 753-5441

Please

apply at

X.10000000(X3CitlaXX
DOLL HOUSZ
x
CAM
X
X
Exotic Dancers
X
ley. 71 Ewe Paris Tenn
A Mon.-Sal $ p.m-2 san
X
X
901 -642-4297
XXXXX3OCXX70000EXX
IMMEDIATE part bme help
needed Apply in person at
Eastwood Kiddie Kollege
Daycare Tuft Dec 131h
between 1pm 3prn
NOW hiring all shifts. part
and full time positions avail
able Apply in person.
McDonakis 107 N 121h,
Murray
PARK Rangers Game
wardens security manta
nonce etc No asp riecea
For info c•II
sary
219 769 6649 rut 7159
Barn 8pm 7 days

Reader Ads:
251 per word $5.00 multi:num 1st
day. 5e per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
exile for shopper'Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

280

200
Sports
EquiPlumil

•

HAND made knives
753-2498
210
Firewood

Mobile
Homo. For Rent

ENJOY this Christmas in a TRAILER for rent 2br
new home from Volunteer stove refrigerator washer
Homes Well give you the and dryer on private lot
best home for your hard Hwy 80 East of Hardin
earned dollar, and you'll be $200 plus depsoit
giving your family the 'best 502 354 8880
Christmas gift everr Only
5% down on new and used
255
homes with no payments
until next yew Volunteer
Home Lots For Rent
Homes, Hwy 79 Paris TN
MOBILE Home Village
901 642 4466
available now $75/mo inHEY Dad' How about giv- cludes water Coleman RE
ing your family the nice 753 9898
home they deserve for
Christmas 3 bedroom 2
bath, double section home
Business
for only $975 down and
Rentals
$203 per month Total price
shop of
clean-up
CAR
4
er
Volunte
$18.900
Homes, Hwy 79 East. ice paved lot air
753 4509
Paris, TN 901 642-4466

A 1 A FIREWOOD seasoned oak, 130 rick delivered, $25 rick pick-up
492 8254

'JUST in time for Christ- BUSINESS offices for rent
mas " Bank Repot $500 Part time full time small
large Very reasonable
down, $174 per month
USED and antique furniture, glass, tools, quilts
14x80, 3 bedroom, 2 bath, rent Call Mur Cal Realty
A FIREWOOD for sale
nice home. 1988 model 753 4444
474 2262, 901-642-6290
437 4667
Also free delivery and set- FOR Rent Business Retail
horse
WOULD like to buy
up Must see at Volunteer or Office Space in S Side
trailer or small stock trailer FIREWOOD 436-5598
Homes, Inc Hwy 79 East. Shopping Center
(used) 7530616
WOOD for sale, $30/rick, Paris, TN 901-642-4466
753 4509 or 753 6612
seasoned oak 474-8086
QUALITY built, energy effi150
cient homes at affordable
320
Articles
220
prices' If you compare qual
For Sale
ity, insulation, set-up and
Musical
2 LARGE office desks with
options you will find we
1 2. 3 OR 4br furnished
credenzas to match 1 high
Fender electric with have the best housing
NEW
nice, near uni
back office chair on rollers
Great Christ- value Dinkins Mobile apartments
Amp
Peavey
1968 Panasonic FP-1530
Homes Inc Hwy 79 East, versity 3br house 1604
753-5467
gift
mas
Main St , central gas heat,
Genesis color on color coPans TN 1 800 642 4891
a/c, near campus,
pier. Utility topper and tool PIANO tuning, expert serbox for lull size pock-up vice and repair John REPOSSESSED 1470 $450/mo 753-6111 days
Sunshine, lust like new
753-0606 nights
truck. 753-1970.
Gottschalk 753-9600
Bank's loss your gain Ap
furnace
ASHLEY wood
UPRIGHT piano with mir- prox $500 dn $200 per 1BR, $195/mo + utilities
Log splitter Small air com- ror, $200 753-5995
month Gateway Mobile 1608 College Farm Rd
Available 12/15 753-6733
pressor 753-6156
Homes Ph 527 1427
after 5pm
230
exand
trucking
130GARD
YEAR END CLEARANCE
t
cavating, Inc_ We haul top
ALL MUST GO 12 *rides 1BR furnished apartmen
ous
lAiseeNens
,
some
university
to
dose
SCSI, gravel, fill dirt, white
toShop
starting at $1495
utilities paid Call 753-8756
rock, rip rap 759-1828
day for best selection
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
or 753-9101
Homes
Mobile
Gateway
AmerOPEDIA
ENCYCL
now offers U S and foreign
1BR low utilities, no pets
icana Extremely compete- coins at Hoboes Coon and Ph 527 1427
references and deposit rent° For more information Card Shop, 102 North 5th
280
$ 1 85/mo
quired
call 753-7587 after 200
Street. in Murray Our
Mobte
753 3949
paper
sets,
proof
coins,
Crafter
FRED'S Home
Homes For Rent
supplies
1BR. newly decorated, nice
Woodwork on sale Dis- currency and coin
Decades
at
and dean, $200/mo , low
played at University Tire, are available
the
3br
at
or
Ago On Hazel) and
SHADY Oaks 2
utilities 753-8767 or
1406 Main St Ph
Aurora) electric or gas Walking dis- 753-2339
753-4994, 759-4675 Items Mercantile (in
Stamps and stamp sup- tance to college 753 5209
made to order.
Pies we Featured along
FULL size slate pool table with our coins and coin
with accessories $250
supplies at the Book Rack
753-5474
(Dixieland Shopping Center in Murray) We appraise
Full-time Classified Ad Clerk/Receptionist.
LET us make your clothes,
estates and we active buyMust have computer knowledge, good typing
Uniforms
repair
alter and
and stamps
coins
of
ers
proofreading skills. Must work well with
rentals,
and
and sportswear.
CaN 502-753-4161
the public. Apply by sending resume to PO Box
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
1040-A, Murray, KY 42071
See and Sew Country
250
Square, 1608 N 121 MurNo phone calls please.
Business
ray 753-6981
fievices
ORION and Rockford FosKEN TENN Investigations
gate amps Cousbc eq ,
Temporary typesetting position open. Must
J B Wilburn specut
owner
753-4666
Orion speakers
civil
have experience using adwriter or pagemaker.
lizing in criminal
REMODELING Sale GE domestic and insurance in
Send resume to PO Box 1040-B, Murray, KY
vesbgations 14 years taw
cooktop with vented hood
42071
GE built in oven. GE re- enforcement experience
No phone calls please.
in
frostfree
502 436-6099 Licensed
frigerator, 2-door,
all avacado Kitchen Aid Kentucky and Tennessee
dishwasher All in good
PRIVATE Investigator
working condition Floral
D B A Confidential Invest
7
Chair
chair
sofa with
Souttiside Shopgations
pool table Like new boys
Suite 0102
Center,
ping
bicycles, 20 dirt bike and
Murray. 753-2641
bike
street
24' 10 speed
753-6116 days 436 5810
after 5pm
270
Home or
Mobile
ROCKING horses all
s
Christma
Side
For
Noma
for
sizes In time
753-6249
14x 70 3BR trailer troh
Hawkins Research
lots of ex
WORLD Book special for deck, fireplace
8477
753
day
Ca
Call 10 AM- 10 PM
Christmas, $150 oft Call tras
Miry fillimIffon 753 5570 after 3prn 753 7201
VISA / MasterCard accepted

tartar:

The Murray Ledger & Times

Miirray Ledger & Times

Computers

Office Computer/on-site
service and sales. Select 386 or 486
IBM compatible systems.

EXPERIENCED carpenter
needed 489-2303
HOUSE Inspectors No
exp necessary Will train
Up to $800 wkly Call
219 7696649. ext H.239,
9ern to 9prn 7 days

DUE to death Berrien°
model 740E sewing ma:
chine mounted in a 3001
oak cabinet with electric lift
This is a new, never used,
140
$1390 combination with hill
Want
warranty on each unit For a
To Buy
reasonable otter and a
ANTIQUES by the piece or wonderful Christmas
collections Call 753 9433 purchase, please call
after 5pm
753-3764 evenings

CASH paid for good used
rifles, shotguns, and pisDEGREED Accountant tols Benson Sporting
seeks permanent full time Goods. 519 S 12th,
position 15+ years experi- Murray
ence in GIL, A/R, A.,P and
P/R Call 489-2877 or write DUCK or geese decoys
Accountant, Route 1 Box 753-8766
284 Murray KY 42071
OLD gas, oil and coca cola
SEWING pbs wanted in signs Pedal cars and tractors Old stone tugs with
cluding formal wear
advertisements on them
753 1061
Ask for Larry at 753-3633
Business
Cpportunity

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
4016 Discount id Ren,
8011 Dtscourit arti Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period)
111 75 per column inch extra for Tuesday(Shop
ping Guide)

Mobile
Homes For Salo

NEW IBM Compatible
Color Printer $195
753-7001

Position
Wood

Display Ads

210
Computers

WILL stay nights with el
derty Call 753 4590 after
5pm

SECRETARY/Receptionist
for local CPA's office Must
have experience in payroll
report and knowledge of
computers Must be self
motivated and have excellent interpersonal communication skills Send resume to P0 Box 1040-K,
Murray, KY 42071

.........For Sale Or Trade
130
Want To Boy
140
Articles For Sal.
150
Appliances
155
Home Furnishings
160
Antiques
165
Vacuum Cleaners
170
Sewing Machines
180
195 ......—.....- Haevy Equipment
Sparta Equipment
200
Firewood
210
Musical
220
Miscellaneous
240
TV. & Radio
260
380..................... Pets & Supplies

120

070

100

060

DISTRIBUTORS for all natural products, good money
and incentives Call
436-2000

Knights of Columbus Hall

Mobile Humes For Sale

Desired CPA or potential CPA with minimum of 2 years
CPA firm experience.
Excellent compensation, creative work
environment, unlimited opportunity for
advancement
Send resume to
Steven G. Sacora,
CPA
Rt. I Box 186
Sedalia, Ky. 42079

025
MOSS-Heltsley and
Pwsonsis
Frankel Tobacco Floor,
Hopkinsville KY 2nd and
Theresa Reader and
Virginia St We have room MRS
Advisor A true born psyto sell your tobacco before
gifted from God SpeChristmas Ernest La- chic
502 554 7904
wrence, Floor Manager. cial $500
3090
502-885-

Temptations
Restaurant

270

060

020

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

I It NV,l'Olt I %M IN
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

Win II \\DI-4'

Mobile Horne. For Rent

280

Advertisers ere requested to check the
first Insertion of their ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one ocorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

Irk U. P..1 %It

Hf..11 I.,I ti l- ItEN1

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Wanted

020

Happy 1st
Anniversary
Shannon!

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. S a.m.-.; p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
SI- lit It

ANNOUNCEMENTS
........Legal Nouce
.....
Notice
020
Personals
025
030 ...-................. Card of Thanks
In Memory
0.40
............... Lost & Found
050

060

7534916

Classified Ad Rates

ADJUSTMENTS

II) 1'1 AC F. AN Al) CALI.

Deadlines am I day. in advance and am as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 am.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p m.
Wednesday Edltioa
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
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Murrayilowalitounty t*iriel,o leader in
prni*ding quality healthcare in Western
Kenfur in- and Northwest Tennessee. announces
the following Joh apenrngs
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF LABORATORY
SERVICES: Has 24-hour responsibility and accountability for the management of the Hematology and Phlebotomy areas of the Lab Assists
with the direction and supervision of the laboratory on a daily basis. Accountable for documentation necessary for JCAHO compliance
Certification as • Medical Technologist by the
ASCP or equivalent Three to five years
expenence in a clinical lab is required Supervisory experience is conferred.
Excellent benefits and compensation package

For details contact:
— Permit-1nel Dept
(312)762-11114
IOW I Opportunity
mriknon

MURRAY
Ok11.0VAY
(X/UNTY
1-13SITEAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray Kentucky 42071

Ham
Fundshle.

1973 ROYALE 12x65 2br
bath, $4500
r/i
753 6464

1983. 2BR with outside
GOLD hide-a-bed, $50 building. stove and retriger
Brown Naugahyde vibrat ator, partially redecorated
ing rechner,$30 759-1064, Great starter home
753-7336
KING size waterbed w/
ALL 92 MODELS MUST
accessories. $150 Call afGO" FREE UNDERPINter 5pm 753-9697
PING AND CENTRAL AIR
MTH EACH 92 MODEL
DIEM'S BARGAIN BIN
DURING DEC. (1) 16)(70
1109 Pogue Ave.
Clayton. 2br, 2 bath,
759-9940
loaded (2) 24x52 Prestige,
Clean Used Furniture Ap
3br, 2 bath (make offer) (3)
Items
•Asc
and
pliances
28x48 Southritige, 3br, 2
Use Our Layaway Plan
bath. Sharpl Sharp! (4)
Now Renting Nintendo
28x68 So Hospitality. 3br,
2 bath. 'must see to believe' Gateway Mobile
Homes. Ph 527.1427
YOUR AD

COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 who $325
435 4027

753-7001
TS
PAR
NCE
LIA
APP
To Fit Most Major
Brands

10(171 of Now and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
Ki,-.,.
NotP°'"1
Eng,daire
Aid
searS
906
GE

westingh""gaytag

KrtiS
WARD Ela
Murray

Court Square

753-1713

•

,ar74-rsprice,-Ftr7V•rit
,
.71,111717477'.",
l . i'o4
..;',.7.21rf
'
I *H.'sn,
,••••
-' •
.lho,'
*1'47*
, Is •i•- `tvi

•••••

.";‘

•
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CIASSIFIEDS
S.11

Serekeir
Offerrid

Apartments
For Rent
1 OR 21x apts near down'own Murray 753-4109
ROOM efficiency apartment very near MSU
available now Coleman
RE 7539890
2 BEDROOM duplex
GOOD NEIGHBORHOOD
$355 discounted rent Central heal Lease deposit no
pets Refrigerate Move
dishwasher included
759-9874
AIR apartment in Northwood Cali 750 0521 of
759 9240

VERY mos clean, 2br can
tal Ma laundry hook-up
no pets 641 South
492 8634

WANTED 2 roommates to PEGS Dog Grooming
share 315r furnished apart 75.32915
merit "emelt) Weer and
garbage included
•()
$120mo Cal Bob at Trop
Salon
Tanning
les
Paseo*
753 8477 for inicsmabon
DELICIOUS SWEE T PO
Available Dec 1 1992
TATOES' Just $8 bushe
Order early for .1e.aays
759 4989

29R carpeting drapes ref
ckshwasher w d hook up
central his $350itno De
posit required No pets
753 9240

2BR brick house beside
East Elementary
deposit re
$275 mo
tweed No pets 75.38848
before 8prn

29R dupes on Story Ave
dead end street Ap
prances furnished central
ha no pets Lease and
deposit required
753 7185

2B4 house south or Lynn
Grove $200mo Deposit
required Call 753-4195

2BR duplex Southwood
Dr central h$ iwid hook
u0 deposit and lease requireof 753 6280 atter
5PrTI
2 OR 3br duplexes central
• applianoes 'yr/varied
Gasman RE 753 90398
5 R(Xili.1 apartment or of
lice space located at '03 S
4th St See Carlos Buick Jr
at Stacks Decorating Can
let or call 753 0839 or
436 2935
BEAUTIFULLY decorated
'Dr duplex Hwy 280
deposit re
$275 'no
wired no pets 7538848
before 8pm
NAZE- Apartments Haze
KY is now renong You
must be 62 handicappeo
or climbed New'and 2tx
units 502 527 8574 for
Tore ontormanon Equal
"4°`141119 Opportunity
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepong appecations lot
2 and 3br averments
Phone 759 4984 Eci..,a1
Housing Opportunity

GA TESBOROuGH home
lecturing 10 ceilings hard
%rood boors and a lovely
greatroom with %fovea)
Add tie liveability of a let'
met dining room. 4 bedrooms. 3 bate, 2 huge
walk n domes and you
have value with elegance
Just reduced to $137 500
MLS 84230 Kopperud Really 753 1222

HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or comae lessons
Serving Murray tor over
12yrs 436 2858

liBR house newly decor
mod $450 rno ftx 3 wean
duals or family $500rrno
tor 4 individuals 2br brick
house nice neighborhood
nice and clean $375.mo
753 8767 or 753-7330
STELLA area 21x house 1
a hook up
bath
$250mo Deposit required
489 2390 after 6pm

For Rea
Or Lases
ot office
1300 SO F
space located ciowniown
area 753 4780 753 1362
753 3125
CREEKV1EW Self storage
warehouses on • Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40mo 759408'
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able 753 2905 tor more
intormabon

3BR 2 batr condominium
753 3293 Ow 6pm

1969 NOvA drag car race
ready 427 BB engine complete 1968 original
Corvette block 492 8306
alter 5pm

WOODED buiblong lots in
Lynwood Heights City water natural gas cablevi
soon. 3 310 moles on 94
west from Murray City Um
its 6% simple interest financing available
753 5841 or 753 1566

NEW • 140sq ft duplex all
gas oentrai se applances
plus dishwasher utility
•oorn we w d hook up
Quiet area avail 12 15
ease and deposit no pets
759 1087
TAKING applications for
sealer 8 refit subsidized
apartments 1 2 6 3 bed
rooms Apply finclare Apts
or ca
Hardin. Ky
5024374113 EHO

saughter,n9

HUDSON Company Sad
dies Brides 8 Horse sup
plies 753 4545 759 1823
753 6763

1978 F'ONTIAC Catalina
V-8 auto air $450
7535467

'42 ACRE term 3 rases
West of Crossland 80
was in timber 58 aaes xi
CRP Hasa- acre lake in
front held Beautiful house
Deice 4.35-4265
AT-7EN-1'00N Hunters 101
acres 9 miles west of
Hazel lots of deer and
turkey $35 000 759 1701

SOL, Terrier puppy AKC
brindle arid revue male
$430 Parafirse Kennels
502 75.3 4106
CHR SIVAS POPS
Champion bloodline AKC
registered Boxers Take
Oeir very in 2 weeks or can
d until Criristmas
S230$250 753 2511 or
759 2549

1987 SILVER Nissan
Sentra XE. 4-door. 4 cyl
auto with ate low mileage
excellent condition $3200
Cal 782-6256 before noon

Al TREE Servos Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm. 759 9816. 753 0496

FOR Sale 1990 Chevy Ca
vaker 44xxx miles arnirn
stereo a'c $5692
753 9240

1978 MONTE Carlo $500
753 1134

Lnestoct
St/vies
HOGS
753 3625

1967 DODGE 600, pairob,
sic. moonily overhauled
$i950 4110-2609

A 1 TOWN country yard
mowing landscaping tree
trimming tee removal light
hauling Free estimates
Ten Lamb 436 2528

40ME tor sale on quiet
street in older section of
CORSICA LT,
town near Murray WM* 1991
ReSchool 3-4 bedroom home loaded mint condition
sell!
totally redecorated and duce& must
ready for ineneckate occu- 753-2799
pancy centre/ gas heat. 1991 PLYMOUTH Acclaim
central electric cooling
LE. loaded, 49,000 miles
rice 7591274 after 5pm
al Estee) Property also includes
BOB Ha/0y
Property garage apt with 2 car oar
Sates Apo*
1992 BMW 318s. 4 door,
age Offered at $75.000
53 SOLD
Mgt RE
Contact Bill Kopperud, red, all loaded. will set for
$21 500 Only 37xx miles
RE AL TrY
KOPPE RU
Kopperud Realty
Cal 753-1668
rave of 753 1222
tars a ••
services with a
Real Es
1992 CHEVROLET Cam*ode salecton of ouakty NEW 2br duplexes gas aro Z 28 Black exterior
brick,
sqtt
1800
heat
all prices
homes
with grey doll, 5 7 liter
$82 500 Cal for appoint
753 1222
automatic full
tunepon,
alter
6pm
4873
mere 753
power, compact disc
RE MAX Properties ,.tc
player, 6000 miles. 6
Bob Perrin Paul Daiiey
470
yearr75000 mile no deduc
Bob Haley Jean Bee Bit'
Call
tible warranty
ftur Centro 502 753 S
Iletereples
901-642 1959 Serious
1 80G369 5780
buyers only Leave name
1989 YAMAHA Brasier
phone it
4 wheeler excellent condi and
ton $1450 Call altar 85 CHEROKEE Jeep
5 30pm 492 8504
good condition. 4 door,
$3200 Call after 6pm,
LAKEFRONT LIQUIDA489 2217
185
TION! Doable watemont
AM*
Barkley Lake 3 5 was
As1 CAR stereo installation
was $29 900 NOW
and stereo repair 30 years
$19900 Woods views
USED tires 19570.14 Goo- experience World of
ready for vacation
dyear Eagle GT beak oval Sound 753 5865
retirement home 3. we mounted and balanced
CAR Stereo Installation
lake access $7900 F.
$125 • tax Key Auto Parts, 7534113. Sunset Boule'lancing Woodland Acres
Hwy 121 South 753-5500
vard Music Murray's Al
:all 800 858 1323
pine Car AUCNC Specialist
Dixieland Center 1 block
from trASU dorms

370
NEAR Jniversity Newly re
modeled acn Large 'fYing
room 2 large bedrooms
racoon dinette with rave
reirgerator disposer and
derfivasner Piush carpet
Central electric neat and
ar Insubeixf to TVA KOOS
Ample closet space
Washer dryer hook-up
$325 deposit $325 month
Available January first
753 4560 9am 4pm

1986 AERCURY Sable LS.
V 6 while, tinted windows.
amilrn old looted $4000
759-4627

TO-ALLY redecorated and
renovated 3 bedroom
home on 1 we lot Located
between Murray and Ken
tucky Lake Attractive
home and attractive pace
Just reduced to $62 500
Contact Kopperud Realty
753 1222 AILS 04570

1978 FORD F 250
4 wheel drive 489 2862

1982 TOYOTA Cebca GT
5speed paipb a/c $1950
ass 2609

1987 BRONCO II XLT 6
cyi auto red/silver 65xxx
miles $7000 759 1693 after 5 30pm

1984 PONTiAC Fiero
80xxx miles well main tamed since new runs and
drives great $2250 obo
7538270 leave message

1988 FORD Ranger 4 cyl
auto aic 37 000 plus
mites bedkner tool box
sharp $6500 firm Phone
753 7852

1985 BUICK LeSabre Limited Collector s Edition
Full power only 12 x ix
miles Cal 753 4935
1986 GRAND Am LE
4 door black with grey in
tenor loaded 83xxx miles
$3700 Call after 5pm
753-6885
1986 HONDA Accord LXI
2-door hatchback white
due wit 5 so new clutch
and brakes 90xxx mites
radio at $5 500 obo Call
after 5pm 753 9658

itkC' .Al.OCeria.c-rows
Commercial and Residential • Licensed and Insur
James C. Gallimore, Owner
c.-Laimor, Homes • A isudienrease
so•oarizing
insiaaarce •• Homo Aisoweeon

Residential Painting
Interior • Lawlor

Phone 435-4268

Poison
Control

753-7588 753-6952

15 BOAT 110hp inboard
motor needs some work,
$500 489-2862

Swiss*

AL'S hauling yard work.
tree removal mowing Free
estimates 759 1683

Txt-

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

•**.7.;
.

KLEEN TEC

.

0
40
Septic Taithe, Sewers & Hauling

COMMERCIAL H000 1 YEW CLEANING
(502) 753-21/41
'20141 Kiswcod Murray, KY 42071
T-wea-

ALPHA BUILDERS
Remodeling. garages, decks. porches,concrete
work,

..4.4rf-tor

chain link fences Home maintenance

489-2303
Commercial Waste
Titi
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service

1-800-585-6033
Bud Stewart, Route Manark

OUR AD COMA BE
Ng- 00

UP Per Weak
Oily
(Emma a mow

BILL Travis trucking for
gravel don fill sand white
rock rip rap and backhoe
work 474 2779
BOB S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran
teed 753 1134
CARPET and vinyl installs
bon and repairs Glen Bob
her 759 1247
CARPORTS for car and
trucks Special sizes for
more homes boats RVs
arid etc Excellent protec
bon high quality excellent
value Roy Hill 759 4664
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
atuen discounts We sell
cnimney caps and screens
435-4191
COLSON S Home Repair
Remodeling carpentry
painting and plumping
436 2575 after 5pm

DRYWALL finishing repairs additions and blow
trig ceilings 753 4761
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs
GENERAL Repair plumbing roofing tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Rooting vinyl siding painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferences 436 2701

•
tS

REFINISHING, stripping.
custom woodworking
753-8066

HANDYMAN will do carpentry, electric, plumbing,
and general repairs Call
753 0596
HOME Improvement Specialist Vinyl siding. wondows carports. and pow
enclosures 753 0280
K B ASSOCIATES General construction remodeling garages decks patios,
interior trim 753 0834

Building Additions roofing vinyl siding Free estimates Excellent references Call 492 8238 or
492 8873

SUREWAY Tree I Skimp
Removal Insured with full
hue of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753 5484
IC Donh Repair and Maintenance Electrical Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 lAain
Street 753-6111 office.
753-0606 after 5pm

THE Gutter Co Seamless
ROCKY COLSON Home
aluminum gutters, variety
Repair Roofing, siding, of colors Licensed, inpainting, plumbing. consured Estimate available
crete Free estimates Call 759 4690
474 2307
LICENSED kie electric and
ROGER Hudson rock haul. gas 753 7203
wig, gravel sand dirt drive
way rock 753 4545, VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning753-6763
servicing $15, most repairs
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS $35 New location Route 1,
installation, repair replace
Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
ment Backhoe service
Mon -Fri, 753-0530
BRENT ALLEN 759 1515
VINYL siding, trim and gutSEWING machine repair ter work, cleaning and reBarnhill
Kenneth
pars, painting Free esti753 2674
mates. 753-7612.
SHEETROCK finishing, WALTS Mobile Home Retextured ceilings Larry par Soundproofing rubChrisman 492-8742
ber coating for roots park
SOUTHERLAND AND wig lot sealing, flat roots
LONG Construction Home repaired 502-436-2776
repairs and remodeling.
roofing, room additions.
foundation WOE* ROO °Cimino' No jobs too big or
too small Cal SAL Construction 753 3870 day or
night
MURRAY area Odd jobs
Bored MSU freshman T J
762-4987

WINDOW TINTING TOM
GEERDES 502-443-2944

FREE to good home emits calico cat, 4.5 years
old, spayed Male tabby,
4 5 years old. neutered
759-1943
INAm•m•

H oroscopes
.(1•Allit-.K X, 1992
.1/1;
lown
&or our personalieed daily leane Dixon horoscope. based on
company will bill you 95
Lite of birth. call 1 -900-9)0i--7s8. Your phone
Lents a minute I
is heany. the payoff is close :it hand.
II %PM BIRTHD‘r. IN 1•11E
The outlook for romance improses
NEVI E.‘R OF 01 K
greatly. ss hen tni 10.km! your feelResist peer pressure ;Ind ,,(1 %Ain
1111:,
greater Lacer or business suc•
IRCio Aug 23-Sept. 221: An
cess. Be a leader. not a follower.
Ini(-01-11 M ft S isitor could play haslk
Early 1991 should lind you setting
with your work or business plans.
your own .741.ils and following your
Offer a sweet disersion! Communiown timetable In April. sou feel
strengthened h the lose anti support cating with a former employer could
lead to a lucratise second MVO".
ot those who behest, in you, The
1.IBRA (Sept. 21 -Oct. 22):
1111.01cl:it 01111001s Is especially rosy
Working behind the scenes lets sou
tie '.1 s1.11111111C r A spec i al grille in
converse your energy. Guard
u
i,
ii.r•krt to:in atitre.:nti Inttlist yptr,
secrets. Good tinting is the key to
iu
your continued success. Pay bills
CF LFBRVIIES BORN ON
promptly to protect your credit rat
Kim
DATE:: attress
singer Sinead O'Connitr. mg.
SCORPIO ((k.t. 21-Nos. 211: A
L 'median 1-lip Wilson. flans! James
hobby could turn into a profitable
ialu
business enterprise. A child plays a
ARIES o%Iarch 21 -April 191:
oday bids you in a great mood. key role in an important decision. A
mos e to another town is pending. A
1.1.1th d fresh sense of purpose. You
are reads to enjoy the hest hie has to college loan collies through.
SAGITTARII S (Nos. 22-Dec.
otter. An intimate dinner for two
A conflict between work and
21
• 0111d rekindle a lackluster romance.
‘I RI'S I April 20-May 20i: home could put a crimp in your
Lie low at work and wan for further social plans. A compromise will
alles mate tension. Someone tests
developillents. A .complicated busiyour loyalty - you pass with flying
ness i11.ttieUs er still surprise your
competitors and put you way ahead. Odors.
CAPRICORN (Dee. 22-Jan.
Stick L lose to home tonight. Let
19): Do not fret if a friend fails to
hosed ones know vou care.
GEMINI IMay 21 -June 20): keep a promise. There could be a
very good explanation. Someone in
Adopt .4 ml ire professional approach
the arts gets a sole of confidence.
to your 111h responsibilities. InstituRomance mos es into high gear.
tional bonds and group ties will help
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 1/4):
your L.ireer along. Handle important
A close pal will help'yut in an emerIth special care.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): gency. Return the favor as quickly
You floss think in terms of the as possible. Your creative talents
begin to receive greater public
w hole. rather than in bits and pieces.
recognition. Refrain from bragging.
Hi unlike takes on a new glow. ConPISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): Do
enuatiL; on des eloping closer raph :tor unify members. Catch up eser)thing you can to promote harmony at your place of employment.
es ems kinight.
Pool resources with your associates
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You
while looking for opportunities to
benefit from s less mg the past in a
gain new knowledge or skills.
nev, light:Although your workload
I

IODAY'S CHILDREN are openminded. resilient and optimistic. They
know how to enjoy life and are experts at getting people to look on the
bright side. Their joie de vis re is truly infectious! Energetic and smart. these
Sagittanans welcome new challenges. Born risk-takers, they may sometimes
appear fOolhardy. Do not expect them to waste time grieving over an occasional loss. They have many more successes than failures.

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•DrOp by & see our showroom
°LAI-1AT Ronald Ekevl enki,
7S1 Slit0

•
OVI 01 JCJI1C D00111 • 11C•1 vrilifig hook -Scsierti.o. I llal,0 Mid I 0,1t.
send SX NS plus SI pofttrartr: and luntiling
lielp 't nu I oul Your F'1.1kc in (rod
thrtks pa.jhk ift
• 41 Ariaircw, and %Med. Pt) HO% 419191. Cans.a. 01%. Mu MI41 Slaka,
'61,
,
0
1.431

410110111k-„de,

4nd 1.41.1.11ed

( um

1).0.1i

't •

.mkt

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands window air conditioners
washers - dryers
freezers
reIngeraiors
/nee:waves dishwashers gas a electric ranges

For

our Con% enience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-K•IvIrtatOr-Ernerson-Brown

Dail% llonda‘ -

Friria%

•All Repairs Are Guaranteed
Ship %%t'..'kI

753-5341 or 753-1270
‘I I

. ., Steele•Illibritten, Inc....
RIR HOME REPAIRS
3eneral Repairs, Painting and Papering
'Y Siding and Replacerne-t Vindows
DecI,s Patios and Storage B...,Ildings

11011

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

•
•A

j

\ p mi

II.''. 6.41 •

N.11

5

Sa‘l' 1110111

.0 , iii

p ft

\off

01% input PIA

I'S
p

I
t

ISP

Need Atito Insurance?
Check with us first.

Rooting and Welding

(((fftPPP!' /*•1

Free estiPLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service Al work
guaranteed 4028816

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling panting, wallpaper carpentry.
Moor covering No job 130
small 436 2052

KETCHFJ1 CABINF TS
CVSTOIN W000VICAK1NG

664,s waving 4 SIM' Gesinng*
roes
Fres Esti-vies • At Wort Gus-treed

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

762-1100

Calloway Co. Fire
& Rescue Squad

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
instaliabon repair replacement 759 1515

520
Beals
& IbAsni

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5256

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse. KITCHEN CABINET RE
COVERY existing doors IL
Whirlpool 30• years ex
BOBBY frames with woodgrain tOf
peritonea
mica all colors Free estiHOPPER 436 5848
mates Wulff's Recovery
APPLIANCE REPAIRS Murray 436 5560
Factory trained by 3 mace
manufacturers Most parts LEAF and limb mulching,
m stock on my truck All small home repairs Free
work and parts warranted estimates 753 7612
Ask tor Andy at The Ap LEE'S CARPET CLEANpliant:* Works 753 2455
ING. For all your carpet and
BACKHOE Service ROY upholstery call 7535827
estimates
HILL Septic system drive Free
ways haulIng foundations Emergency water removal
etc 759 4664
STARKS Remodeling and

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
pee installation and ser
Call Gary at
vice
759 4754

759-1835

Gentry Painting Co. k14

ANY remodeling building
painting roofing Refer
tomes 7591110

Coosa

Dial-A-Service
CAllimert rItetric

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing concrete, driveways painting. maintenance. Me Free estimates
489 2303

1987 28' GEORGIE Boy
motor home 18 000 miles,
bought new in 1988 one
real sharp
owner
753 2967

LANDAU pontoon boat.
motor and trailer $3500
1 4438549

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

A 1 TREE removal AI tree
trimming Light hauling 8
odd pbs Free estimates
436 2102 ask tor Luke

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers, offices
Wulff s Recovery. Murray
436 5560

sin

GUTTERING By Sears
Seers residential and commercial continuous Queen
installeci /or your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free *gamete

Ross Insurance
Agency

.711.
,

0440 741/

753-0489

6th & Main

-.12 „

I

-410A.
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Looking Back

Tocitiv iii History
24 days
Today is Monday. Dec. 7. the 342nd day of 1992. There are
kit in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
home base of the
On Dec. 7, 1941. Japanese warplanes attacked the
island of
Hawaiian
the
on
Harbor
Pearl
at
U.S. Pacific fleet located
into World War II.
entry
s
America'
in
resulted
that
act
an
Oahu,
On this date:
ratify the U.S.
In 1787. Delaware became the first state to
Constitution.
eighth president of the
In 1836, Martin Van Buren was elected the
United States.
onic gave its first
In 1842. 150 years ago, the New York Philharm
n and Carl Maria
Beethove
van
Ludwig
concert, performing works by
von Weber.
kilkd 119 people.
In 1946, a fire at the Winecoff Hotel in Atlanta
ras I simulAthenago
Patriarch
Orthodox
and
In 1965, Pope Paul VI
had led to the split
that
ications
excommun
mutual
the
lifted
taneously
of the two churches in 1054.
al
In 1986, student protests in Paris sparked by proposed education
police
with
clashed
people
of
dozens
as
escalate
to
d
continue
reforms
in the Latin Quarter.
6.9 on
In 1988, a major earthquake in the Soviet Union, measuring
put
estimates
official
Armenia;
northern
d
devastate
scale,
the Richter
the death toll at 25,000.
Ten years ago: Convicted murderer Charlie rooks Junior became
prison in
the first U.S. prisoner to be executed by iñjction, at a
Huntsville, Texas.
on
Five years ago: Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev set foot
American soil for the first time, arriving for a Washington summit
the
with President Ronald Reagan. Forty-three people were killed in
guna
after
a
Californi
in
jetliner
Airlines
t
Southwes
crash of a Pacific
man apparently opened fire on a fellow passenger and the two pilots.
HarOne year ago: Fifty years after Japan's sneak attack on Pearl
commein
services
nation
the
led
Bush
President
bor, a visibly moved
War II.
morating the day that brought the United States into World
Burstyn
Ellen
Actress
77.
is
Today's Birthdays: Actor Eli Wallach
amer
is 60. Senator Thad Cochran, R-Miss., is 55. Baseball hall-of-f
Johnny Bench is 45. Singer-songwriter Tom Waits is 43. Retired
is 26.
basketball star Larry Bird is 36. Actor C. Thomas Howell
to
enough
large
army
an
had
ever
nation
Thought for Today: "No
in time
victory
it
insure
or
peace
of
time
in
attack
against
it
e
guarante
of war." — President Calvin Coolidge (1872-1933).

Teo yaws ago
Construction is continuing on
the new bridge over Clarks River
on Highway 94, east of Murray.
DT. Willis Johnson was named
to a three-year term on the Program Committee of School Science and Mathematics Association. He is an assistant professor
in the Department of Instruction
and Learning at Murray State

Glen Green
MSU.

University.
The Rev. Louis

F. Piskula is
serving as pastor of St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Dr. Robert D. (Bob) Bascik,
since 1979 a pediatrician and
neonatalogist at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, has been named
a clinical instructor in pediatrics
and neonatalogy at the University
of Louisville.
Murray State University Racers
beat Southern Illinois at Carbondale 63 to 41 in basketball game.

was high scorer

for

Twenty years ago
Sheila Watson, Jeannie Hendon, Becky Sams, Van Hendon,
Doug Spencer, Mark Compton,
Marion Holloway, Jan Baggett,
Johnny Cannon, Lezlee Barth°.
lomy, Jana Jones and Barbara
Kemper of Murray High School
Speech Team won honors at Lexington Henry Clay Speech
Tournament.
Dr. Jack Baker, an associate
professor of health, physical educationand recreation at Murray
State University, is the new president of Kentucky Association for
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation.
Mr. mind Mrs. Richard Talmadge McCuiston will be married for 50 years on Dec. 13.
Births reported include a boy
to Capt. and Mrs. Urey Woodson

17, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Jones, Nov.
21.
Thirty years ago
Alexander, Nov.

Murray State College has been
Scigranted $63,700 by National
a
conduct
to
on
ence Foundati
scinational
in
institute
summer
teachences for secondary school
according
science,
ers of general
to Dr. Ralph H. Woods.
president.
Construction is now underway
Leo's
on the building of St.
12th
North
Catholic Church on
Murray.
Street,
Recent births reported at MurMr.
ray Hospital include a boy to
Garland.
Noah
and Mrs.
Rob Darnell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hess Darnell of Calloway
County, has been named to Panama Armed Forces All-Star
Basketball Team at Panama Canal Zone.

Forty years ago
Murray Postmaster Harry I.
Sledd urges the public to mail
their cards and packages early so
that they may be delivered by
Christmas.
James L. Johnson, tax commissioner for Calloway County, said
his office is now taking property
lists for the 1953 tax year.
Handels—The Messiah" will
be presented by Music Department at Murray State College on
Dec. 14, at 3 p.m. Prof. Robert K.
Baar will be the director.
In high school basketball
games, Murray Training beat

Hazel and Almo beat Kirksey.
High team scorers were Jones for
Murray Training, Wilson for
Hazel, Lovett for Almo, and
Adams and Park for Hazel.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Thompson,
Dec. 4.
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is
from coast to coast ever since. He charities, but he says that blood
a
to
money
than
t
importan
more
far
a
served in the Navy in Californi
and lived in St. Paul. Minn., for 17 person who is bleeding to death.
I think with a total of 26 1/2 galyears, and everywhere he's lived,
Gordon Ludwig may have set
lons,
Gordon found a blood hank and cona record.
tributed to it.
SHELBY OBERSHAW.
Gordon is a big booster of blood
DINO,CALIF.
BERNAR
SAN
donations. He says that for a while
people hesitated to give blood
DEAR SHELBY: If anyone
because they were afraid of getting
reads this can top Cordon's
who
AIDS, but he wants to assure peowill hear
ple that there is absolutely no risk record, I'm sure we
•
her.
or
him
from
a
at
blood
giving
from
of infection
qualified blood bank.
DEAR ABBY: With regard to the
He retired on disability pension
from the woman who was
letter
to
money
give
in 1985 and can't

.

*

Dear .Abbv
DEAR ABBY: Hugh Friedman of
Palm Springs, Calif., wrote in to say
that Milton Saylan, also of Palm
Springs, had donated a total of 18
gallons of blood to his local blood
bank.
I don't mean to minimize Mr.
Saylan's contribution, but my brother, Gordon Ludwig of Pueblo, Colo.,
has been donating his blood for 40
years, and so far he has given a
total of 212 pints — which is 26 1/2
gallons.
My brother started donating
blood as a farm boy in Wisconsin in
1952, and he has donated blood

• ',;.t

•

having a cocktail party and preferred that her guests not wear fur:
I am very tired of these anti-fur people.
1 would ask her the following:
Are your guests allowed to wear
belts or shoes? May they drive to
your home in a car with leather
interiors'Lpo you have leather furniture in your home? And will you
be serving meat of any kind? I Do
you eat meat?i
When these anti-fur activists
quit eating meat and using any. byproducts from the killing of animals. then and only then can they
protest killing animals for their fur.
MONA ARCE. COVINA.('ALIF.

1Z1
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DEAR MONA: You are not
alone. Read on:

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

CALVIN and HOBBES
SHUT UP,
LISTEN up5:-.

WAKE UP,
GET UP

TI-kRow UP

\Th________

40'4510g

1.11)RIZI UP._

1•4 \ X V,
GOOC uP

I

!cs',"•01
tl
r,

_ —
•t

.,

-).AIII/4

,,,,„,,,,.

DEAR ABBY:-Just thought you'd
like to know that on Nov. 17, the
cookie bakers at Chipper by the
Dozen donated a day of baking for
Operation Dear Abby.
All the cookies baked that day
were packaged and sent to personnel in the armed services at the
addresses you listed in your column
on Nov. 2.
DIANE SEYMOUR,
MC HENRY,.ILL.

LOOKING
UP

I

—1---

Dki ?

DEAR ABBY: Hundreds of thousands of animals are slaughtered
daily to provide leather for shoes..
boots, belts, purses, luggage, jack- ets, gloves, baseball gloves, basketballs. soccer balls and Lord knows
what else, and not a word do you
hear in protest.
But let one woman show up in a
fur coat, and the voices of the outraged animal lovers are heard
throughout the land!
Curious. Which animals are
more likable and more serviceable
to mankind:cows, sheep and pigs —
or the nasty, ill-tempered mink?
DANIEL A...IENKINS,
PACIFIC PALISADES,CALIF.
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CATHY
1011ERES-T
THE
SALE
PRICE?

5MOPPER5 GOT
IMMUNE TO SALES
SO WE SWiTCHED
TO EVERYDAY LOW
PRICES!

MERCILESSLY SLASHED,
COST-CRUSHED, BARGAIN BONANZA,
ROCK BOTTOM EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!!!

Dr. Gott

*Now OF INVENTORY 15 INTACT,

OUR

BUT WERE COMPLETELY
OUT Of ADJECTIVES.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I recently underwent a hysterectomy because of a
malignancy of the endometrium of
"Hey, Lola. Did you see this thing in the paper?"
the uterus and was advised not to take
any hormones. I'm now trying to determine if natural hormones can be
dangerous. My surgeon says no, and
my family doctor says there is a possibility. I've heard that licorice has
hormones and I question other plant
foods. To complicate matters further,
I have spastic colitis for which I could
Answer to Previous Puzzle
ACROSS
take a couple of products that might
38 Amassed
41 High card
help if I knew there was no hormone
TEDS
1 Type of
PET
HOLD
42 Great Lake
danger.
talk or rally
OGEE
ADO
ALOE
43 Sea eagle
4 Mirage item
DEAR READER - The amount of
44 Baltic Sea ,
MALE
TOT
AL
I
R
bird
Night
9
" that occurs naturally in
feeder
"hormone
ED
TRAD
Maria"
12 "—
DONATE
45 Cerium
plants is minuscule and, in
and
foods
13 South
BEET
YE
symbol
my opinion, will not affect health in
American
L
Sea
SONA
47 North
TIPS G1ER
anyone. Conversely, these "horanimal
feeder
ELA
CARET
mones" are not beneficial either.
ODE
14 Succumb
49 Animals
FEED
15 Annul
Therefore, beware of invalid
MASTERED
raised for
17 Pittsburgh
claims by unscrupulous promoters
TA
food
ADIT
Warm
about "natural" products' or health
53 Buries
SCALES 801 LER
19 Space
such edibles will not cure (or
Be in debt
foods;
57
LOWE
21 Note of scale
HER
HALE
58 Remained
cause)cancer. Nor are they appropri22 "— Hungry"
SUE
E
ETE
erect
EDEN
ate for treating "spastic colitis"(irri25 Small lump
60 Illuminated
DENEI SAM DESK
table bowel syndrome)for which pre27 Choicest
61 Article of
are more
31 Fondle
12-7 ® 1992 Un'ted Feature Syndicate scription anti-spasmodics
furniture
suitable.
32 In a
Merits
62
thoroughAlso, I'd stay away from licorice.
substitute:
63 Elaine —
9 Harem room
going manner
collog.
which contains a compound that can
10 Intellect
34 Article
DOWN
5 Author11 Confederate
worsen high blood pressure and cause
35 Vast age
ization;
general
serious imbalance of potassium in
a
Moccasin
1
remark
Witty
36
sanction
Sob
16
body.
the
Gabor
A
2
37 Negative
6 Anton ID
18 Moroccan
I believe your surgeon is correct.
3 Write
prefix
7 Demon
seaport
4 Butter
Nonetheless, if you choose to take
8 Go by water
20 Insane
ription products, run this by
non-presc
—"
22 "Lost in
your family doctor, in advance, to
voice
Choir
23
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
I
make sure he has no objection.
24 Near
To give you more information. I am
26 The Fifth —
14
13
28 Spanish
sending you a free copy of my Health
12UU
article
Report "Help H — Herbs and Healing
la
it
29 Slab
15
Fads." Other readers who would like
30 10th
hil
copy should send $1.25 plus a long,
a
President
21
lil
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
32 Fish eggs
lid
PO. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 4410133 Food fish
111 28 29 30
111
25
3369. Be sure to mention the title.
35 Choose

Crosswords

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

PLA10, AS IN TO EXERT

E4ERC090 FOR SO APPARENT

REASON?

UUIN

Wilda

PEANUTS

IS THERE ANYTHING I

CAN PO TO EARN A
LITTLE EXTRA CREDIT?

39 XVII x III
40 Attempt
Ild
41 Paid notice
Will
$4
44 Morsel
46 Otherwise
48 Goals
49 Male swan
44
50 Solemn
wonder
ill
2
51 Spread for
drying
il
WI
NM
52 Greek letter
III
WI
49 Mill
MAW 54 Shade tree
55 Inlet
56 Pigpen
U
filU
WI
hill
hil
59 Coniunction
W. I

iii

WI

UUU

Il•
ill
UUU

UU

ill

iiiiUUUUil
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Pinkston attends seminar
Lee Pinkston, Caner Elementary
School, Murray, was among 80
from around the state to auend a
grant writing seminar sponsored by
South Central Bell recently.
The seminar was designed to give
the educators the information they

need to apply for several grants
available state - and nation-wide including, but not exclusive to.
grants awarded by South Central
Bell. It was led by a team of Georgia
education consultants.
The seminar was held in Louisville.

Contract I ;1-1(1s
Famous Hand

II

▪ IMMI INS WWI MI 11•11

En NMI

BIM SEIM INN II=1

IMa

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

1
2
3
4

1

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6
7.
8.

13.
14.
15.
16.

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

Dr. Dennis L. Haskell, D.C.

and pains
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
Chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This enlin) examination is FREE.
If you want more care and treat rnent,
we do all the papenvork

FREE.
D,SC.AILNN OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU *THE PATIENT MC ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY. CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
OF RESPONDING TO THE
RE.MAJRSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES. EXAmiNATON OR TREATMENT PA4CH is PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EIAMiNATiON OR TREATMENT •

Nouns

CALL for your FREE appointment NOW!
HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

$30

301 N. 121h Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071

VALUE

▪ ems

759-1116
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BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU.
ewe no me am

AND COUPONS IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SUNDAY, DECEMBER
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Entire Selection

CALL NOW.
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Reg. 70.00 Now $4995

..

Get Your
FULL SPINAL EXAMINATION

VALUE

RKES

Sweatsuits

NMI

FREE

!$30
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Tomorrow Careful manipulation
Such unusual distribution — 4-4-2East dealer
2.
Both sides vulnerable
The imperturbable Reese exam
NORTH
ined his hand once again -1do seem
• K854
•e4 ,184
to have only 12 cards. don't I'Reese
looked down at the floor and t here bc
• r4
saw the missing card — the aceof
•.19
hearts'
EAST
•T
wEs
Of course, had he seen the ace of
•.163
•A 10 7 2
52
hearts during the bidding, Reese
IP 973
would have reacted much more vig*972
•,11088
•Q10754 orously to the opening two notrurnp
•62
bid. Almost surely, he would have
SOUTH
landed in six hearts, which could not
• 9
•K108
have been defeated
As it was.though. Schapiro made
• A K .1
five notrump for 641) points and it
•AK 5 i
looked as though(*anada would gain
The bidding
770 points on the deal by bidding and
North
South West
East
t NT
making six hehrt4
Pass
2 NT
Pass
True to expectations,the CanadiOpening lead — pick of diamonds
This deal occurred in the 1950 ans bid a slam at the other table
world championship match between However, they got to RIX notrump
Canada and Great Britain When instead of six hearts and, when deTerence Reese and Boris Schapiro clarer finished with the same numwere North-South for(1reat Britain. ber of tricks as Schapiro. he wound
they quickly reached three notrump up with a 100 point loss
Both declarers could have. made
as shown and West led the jack of
six notrurnp by finessing through
diamonds
Schapiro inspected the dummy East's 4-10 of clubs, hut they each
very carefully Hmm The said "This chose a different line of play and
wound up with only 11 tricks.
will be an ;nteresting hand to play
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MAN MUSK FOR MEN
VANDERBILT
GIFTSET
COLOGNE SPRAY
CHAPS COLOGNE
GIFTSET
Open Mon.-77surs. 9-7, Fri. & fiat. 11-8
Sunday 1-5
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